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Anna Caron *13 shared her
story of economic and family struggles with the College
community on Oct. 28 as a part
of the Student Government Association (SGA)'s Story Time.
"It 's kind of crazy thinking
about how some of our lives
overlap with others more or
less , and it 's really difficult to
find people who you can relate
to if you don 't tell your story,"
Caron said after the event.
Though that story contained
a lot of difficult and emotional
times , Caron assured the audience that she looks back at her
life in a positive light. She said
that she would focus on certain
elements of her past but that
there were also happy times interspersed between them. What
she related as a part of Story
Time was what she called "the
short , short version " of her story, and she hoped to show that
with resiliency, "you can go
through a lot of crazy stuff and
still turn out kind of normal ,"
she said.
Caron began her talk by describing the circumstances of
her parents * divorce as a young
child. After a time , her parents
began to fight and her mother
asked her father to leave the
house. This led to the divorce ,
and Caron 's mother received
their home and primary custody of Caron and her three
siblings. Caron 's father kept
his business and received partial custody. Caron 's mother,
who had previously worked at
her husband' s business , took
on three jobs in order to support her children. Caron said
that her family experienced a
lot of money trouble over the
years and that they had been
legally poor.
After the divorce , Caron 's father suffered what was assumed
to be a manic episode and was
admitted to a mental institution
for about 24 hours.
When Caron was in fifth
grade, her father was named the
primary suspect in the murder
of his best friend. Caron said
that this was a shock for her
family and that it led to very
strained relations between her,
her siblings and her parents.
Caron 's mother also experi-

The issue of gay marriage
continues to be debated hotly
throughout country with no
consensus on a solution. Dean
of Religious and Spiritual
Life Kurt Nelson moderated
a debate between Catholic
Chaplain Laura McCown and
Visiting Instructor in Jewish
Studies and Jewish Chaplain
Rachel Isaacs on the topic
Oct. 24.
Nelson began by emphasizing that McCown and Isaacs
are friends who "think policy
around marriage and family
really matters" and wanted to
have a civil discussion about
gay marriage.
McCown began by saying,
"the Church does not wish to
bury its head in the sand...it is
a person 's conscience which
allows us to recognize what is
right and just. " She added that
the Church does not intend to
demonize those who disagree
with them and will not condemn anyone who is following his or her conscience.
McCown cited
Maine 's
marriage statute , which says
that marriage between a man
and a woman is of inestimable value , based on years of
social science research. She
argued that part of marriage
is the physical consummation
between a man and a woman
and that the Church rejects
"the notion that redefining
marriage is necessary " for gay
people to be treated equally
However, she also acknowledged that the Church "must
work harder to affirm that all
families have value. "
Isaacs , who was the first
openly lesbian rabbi ordained
by the conservative Jewish
Theological Seminary, argued the opposite perspective
on gay marriage. Isaacs said
that the Hebrew Bible calls
gay behavior an abomination but also includes eating
lobster under the category of
abomination. She argued that
abomination in this sense is
"something that makes you or
God want to throw up, " not an
unforgivable sin.
Isaacs explained that the prohibition of homosexuality in
Judaism is more about the pre-

See CARON, Page 2
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Occupy Augusta protesters join students in protesting Bob Diamonds '73 rote as chair of the Board of trustees Oct. 20 during the trustee s' meeting.
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has done on
Wall Street
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he's done for
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and that
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presence
compromises
the College's
values.

Representingwomenon the Hill
By CAMILLE ANGELO
NEWS STAFF

"In Their Footsteps: A Panel
Discussion on Women at Colby"
was a bicentennial event that
took place Oct. 25. The event
occurred in conjunction with
"Hidden Histories: A Project by
Maggie Libby," which is Visual
Resources Curator Maggie Libby 's latest project. The exhibit
can be viewed in the Colby Museum of Art.
The night kicked off with
Libby discussing "Hidden Histories. " Her inspiration for this
project came in 2004 , when
she realized that there were no
images of the College 's historically important women on
building walls. When she went
to investigate this , she realized
there was no cohesive compilation of the history of women
on the Hill. Her research into
the Sigma Kappa sorority allowed her to speculate on the

experiences women had. Her
research led her to experiment
with 19th century conventions
of portraiture while simultaneously challenging her own notions about what
a portrait should
be. Libby 's intentions in creating her artwork
were to inspire
women and give
them courage.
Former Dean
of Students Janice
Kassman kicked
off her segment
with the Marge
Piercy quote, A strong woman
is a woman determined to do
something others are determined
not be done." Kassman described
how the College has progressed
tremendously in making women
equal members of the community. She concluded her address by
saying that it is time for the College to have a female president.
Mayor of Waterville Karen

Heck '74 spoke about her experiences on the Hill. While on the
Hill , one of her professors had
described her as a "B-plus student
with great legs." She emphasized
how female professors can help
stop the objectification of women
by empowering
women and portraying ideas about
feminism to theii
students.
Heck
also
expressed
her concern about
how sexual assault
is dealt with on
campus and she believes there is
progress to be made.
Associate Professor of American Studies and Women's, Gender
and Sexuality Studies Lisa Arellano was the next to speak. She
described how over the course of
five years, the women, gender and
sexuality studies program grew
from having no faculty and no
permanent classes in 1972 to be-

Mayor of
Waterville
Karen Heck 74
spoke about
her experiences
on the Hill.

ing a cluster, then a concentration
and finally a major. She said that
the department has an obligation
to transition and evolve in a way
that allows the women's, gender
and sexuality studies program to
reach as much of the student body
as possible.
John J. and Cornelia V. Gibson
Professor of History Elizabeth
Leonard spoke about her experience at the College and her attempts to bring women 's history
to campus. When she arrived on
the Hill in 1992, she tried to create a course on women 's history
from the colonial period to 1870
but could not teach her course
because there was virtually no
material from which to teach.
Professor of Philosophy Jill
Gordon concluded the event by
discussing pay equity at the College. She said that there is still
pay inequality at the highest ranks
of faculty. Gordon said that part
of being loyal to the college does
not mean we have to be blind to
its flaws.

See MARRIAGE, Page 3
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On
Africa
Week
Group provides
opportunities f or
cultural learning
By SAVANNAH JUDGE
NEWS STAFF

¦'You don 't need to travel all
around the world to discover
new cultures , to discover new
ways of thinking. Everything
is here ," Colby African Society
President Pamela Alakai ' 14
said as she reflected on the second annual Africa Week.
The Colby African Society
organizes Africa Week to prov ide opportunities for members
of the Colby community to learn
about different aspects of diverse African cultures.
"We came up with the idea
[of Africa Week ] due to the fact
that so many people don 't know
about African culture," Alakai
said, who hails from Cameroon.
She noted that most students '
perceptions of African culture
are based on what they see on
television and in movies. The
same is true, she says, of the
way in which many African students learn about Americans.
"Since we 're here, we
thought that we could educate
people about what Africa really is....We just wanted to
share our culture with peop le
and show them that there 's so
much more, there 's so much
more that people should knowabout. " Alakai said.

To start the week, 2012 Oak
Human Rights Fellow Zandile
Nhlengctwa showed a film and
gave a presentation Tuesday,
Oct. 23 about apartheid in South
Africa. Nhlengetwa is the principal of the Ulusda School in
KwaZulu-Natal and the discussion focused on the process of
facing truth and reconciliation
in post-apartheid South Africa.
On Wednesday, there was a
screening of The Motherland ,
a film about economic development in Africa. The film and ensuing discussion focused on the
importance of agriculture and
education in stopping the cyclical nature of post-colonization
debt in Africa.
Joe Moffat ' 15 said the film
also focused on culture alienation in Africa. "Often we forget what our cultures are like ,
where we originated from. [It
was] dealing with trying to help
Africans be more proud of being
African , to show them that they
have a culture to be proud of,"
he said.
Thursday *s
programming
featured guest speaker Sylvie Mbanja , a lawyer from the
Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC) who works with victims
of sexual violence. The Oak Institute funded the talk, which
was titled "Women as Victims
and Peacemakers in the War in
Eastern Congo."
Students, professors and host
parents filled Page Commons on
Friday night for a live show featuring performances from mem-

LANGUAGE CLASSES COMPETE

COURTESY Of ALAINA COAKLEY

College language classes competed in thefourth annual World Vision Song
Contest on Oct. 26. Japanesewon withKyariPamvu Patttyus "Pon Pon Pon. "
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The Colby AfricanSociety's AfricaWeek consistedoff i l m, talks
s andalive sliow.
bers of the African Society and
additional performances by Taiko Drumming, the Colby Eight
and Gordon Fischer '13.
Fischer and Mugyenzi Innocent '12 hosted the show in
which students performed traditional dances, sang songs, recited poetry, put on a fashion show
and prepared a buffet of cuisine
to share.
"We are incredibly blessed to
be in this place representing the
continent [of Africa], " Innocent
said. "Maine has become my
home, but at the same time, I
always look back and say, 'You
know , this is what I am here for:
[to] send a message about my
continent , send a message about
my country. And to be honest .

Caron shares story
From CARON. Page 1

enced problems. When Caron
was in second grade , she found
her mother in the bathroom of
their house, crying and covered in bruises from her boyfriend at the lime. Caron told
her mother that she needed
to call the police. After court
approval for custody reasons ,
Caron . her mother and her
siblings moved to Littleton ,
Maine for a fresh start.
Though Caron had been excited about the move , she lost
her enthusiasm when other
students began to bully her.
Even so, she was able to earn
good grades , receive state recognition for soccer and win an
award at a symphonic competition in New York City for
a flute solo. Her hard work
earned her a place at the Col-

lege , where she double majors
in psychology and philosophy
and minors in human development. Caron is a first-generation college student and said
that she has had to take on several jobs , including those with
combined 12- or 14-hour work
days during the summer before
coming to the Hill. She said
that she has been financially
independent since that time.
Last year, Caron learned that
the murder case in which her
father was implicated had been
reopened and that the investigators had a new theory about the
case. She said that this was an
incredibly stressful time for her
and did not tell her friends anything about what was happening. In May 2012 , the investigation ended with another man
being convicted of the murder.
That man is currently serving a
life sentence in prison. Caron

said that she felt a comp licated
series of emotions about these
proceedings and is now starting
on a new path in her relationship with her father.
"It 's hard to gel people to
understand why I am the way I
am because I don 't completely
understand where my optimism
comes from either. The accumulation of my experiences
makes me know that friendship
and love is what is the most important , though, and I guess it 's
just easiest to express love for
other people with happiness,"
Caron said in an e-mail. She
also said that her sister has also
played a very important role in
her life, consistently supporting her during the good times
and the bad.
Her attitude towards life "has
a lot more to do with resiliency
and learning to understand difference...and love," she said.

dancing representing our countries is what makes us happy. "*
On Saturday night , students
gathered in Mary Low Coffeehouse for an evening of storytelling called, "Under the Baobab." According to Alakai , "In
Africa, one of the very most important things is sitting around a
tree that we call 'baobab' ....We
sit there with our grandparents
and parents and we all tell each
other stories" that are either cultural or funny.
Innocent encouraged anyone
who is interested in learning and
sharing about Africa to come to
the African Society 's dinnertime
meetings on Thursday evenings
from 6:00 to 7:00 p.m. in the
Fairchild Room in Dana.
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Visit www.TheColbyEcho.com
for all of our weekly articles as well
as our blog. You can also get updates
through our Facebook and Twitter pages.
Online exclusive this week:
Read Camille Angelo's article about sex
educator Jay Friedman's talk on the sexual
issues of college students.

FREAKY 5K BRINGS COSTUMES TO CAMPUS
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On Saturday. Oct. 27. Freaky 5k participants dressed in classically scary costumes to protest the sexualization
of g irls ' costumes. The event was sponsored by Hardy Girls. Health Women and the Colby Volunteer Center.

Diamond's position questioned

College students,
Occupy Augusta
members protest
From PROTEST, Page 1

At the Student Government Association s' third Story Time on Sunday. Oct. 28. Anna Caron '13 spoke about her life

READ THE ECHO ONLINE

rum to consider Diamond's position on the Board and , "the
complex relationship between
academta and philanthropy."
He added , "Mr. Uchida said he
was receptive to the idea [of a
forum] and would present it to
the Board later that afternoon. "
The Morning Sentinel published an article about the protest
in which the author paraphrased
O'Neill , writing, "The trustees
were receptive to the group's
concerns and encouraged them
to host a schoolwide forum to
discuss Diamond's role."
In response to this report ,
Uchida gave his own account
of the discussion in a letter

to the Sentinel. "One of those
students apparently misrepresented the nature of our
conversation when he spoke
later to a Morning Sentinel reporter....The student 's claim ,
however, that I encouraged
them to 'host a school-wide
forum to discuss Diamond' s
role * at the College is simply
not true ," he wrote.
O'Neill wrote a response to
Uchida 's letter which the Sentinel has decided not to publish
because "it doesn 't shed new
light on the story," O'Neill
said. He explained , "'Encouraged' was too strong of a word
in the report. However, Mr.
Uchida was very receptive to
the idea [of a forum] and I am
willing to stand behind that. "
Regardless
whether
the
Board supports the idea , Fischer intends to hold a forum.
"We [will] have a forum....
The board comes here twice a
year....They 're not even here.

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

We're the ones [who] are here
on this campus so we're going
to get a forum. With or without
their support—it doesn 't really
matter," Fischer said.
The next trustee meeting at the College will be in
April when the public can expect Fischer to be organizing
something but, "[AprilJ' s a
long ways away," he said.
Both groups of protestors
believe that the results of the
demonstrations
morning 's
were positive. "It was good
because there definitely was
an exchange of ideas and there
was some debate in there...at
least it wasn 't just [about] who
could talk louder ," Carroll
said. O'Neill expressed similar sentiments when he said ,
"We're not all in agreement
here but let 's talk about it , let 's
have a conversation. We wanted a conversational protest not
a confrontation protest and I
think we accomplished that."

Tagliente's Gopinion
Religious marriage policy discussed Senior
designs

Spiritual leaders
debate same-sex
marriage issues
From MARRIAGE, Page 1

vention of sex as a power-play
to oppress others, in the sense
of one man violently dominating
another, than it is about a consensual relationship based on love.
She also expressed that most
Jews have a very different view
from Catholics on the relation-

"As a Jew, I
don 't expect
my religious
law to be
applied in
the public
square."

Rachel Isaacs

Visiting Instructor in Jewish
Studies and Jewish Chaplain

ship between public and religious
law. "As a Jew, I don't expect
my religious law to be applied in
the public square," she said. According to Isaacs, "Monogamous

r e l a t i o n s h i ps
committed to
the raising of
children
are
beneficial
to
the state."
McCown
and
Isaacs
fielded a variety
of questions on
gay marriage
ranging from
fiscal matters to
how voting for
same-sex marriage would affect the Church.
In response to
the
financial
issues of gay
marriage, McCown
mainNOAH KOPP/THE COLBY ECHO
tained that the
state has a com- Catholic Chaplain LauraMcCown and Jewish Chaplain Rachel Isaacsdebated gay marriageOct. 24.
composed of a husband and ever, she said that she would be
pelling interest
in heterosexual marriage and that wife is much more effective opposed to rabbis being forced
current tax incentives should not and stable than any polyga- to marry gays or for priests to do
be extended to homosexuals. Isaa- mous relationship.
the same.
cs said that it seems odd to give
In terms of how voting for
While they disagreed on the
tax incentives to people because same-sex marriage would affect role of marriage in society,
of choices they made in their per- the Church, McCown argued, Isaacs and McCown agreed that
sonal life, arguing that marriage "We don't think it 's a civil rights more civil discussion on the isshould not involve tax incentives.
issue." She worried that voting sue of gay marriage is needed.
In response to a question for same-sex marriage could Isaacs said she doesn 't think
about polygamy, both agreed lead to demands that the Church that "the quality of discourse
that marriage rights should change its policies to accommo- on this issue...is necessarily at
not be extended beyond mo- date same-sex couples, which its best." McCown ended with
nogamous couples. Isaacs would go against the Church's the hope that everyone learned
said that polygamy can lead to beliefs. Isaacs disagreed, saying, something from the debate , "no
the oppression of women , and "I don 't think that it necessarily matter which side of the arguMcCown added that a family needs to be a legal issue." How- ment...you support."

Lecture on S.S. St. Louis

consumer survey
mobileapplication
By ARVIA SUTANDI
NEWS STAFF

Joe Tagliente '13 has launched
a new start-up business called Gopinion in order to streamline the
consumer survey process, eliminating long forms and increasing
response rates.
While reviewing stacks
of
comment cards at
his father's hotel
business, Tagliente was frustrated
by this inefficient
process.
"The
mobile world is
growing so fast; I
wanted something
that could be an
interaction
between the business
and the customer,"
he said. The process of offering
feedback is often long, tiresome
and inefficient , involving methods such as filling out comment
cards or completing lengthy Yelp
reviews. Many people ignore the
customer feedback requests at
the bottom of business receipts.
Gopinion is a mobile device application designed to provide consumers with a simple, accessible

means of reviewing products.
Tagliente explained that Gopinion is different from current
services such as Yelp. Tagliente's
service provides businesses with
private and accurate feedback
from their customers. Since these
reviews are kept private, companies can fix their mistakes without
having to deal with the repercussions of a poor business review.
In turn, Gopinion encourages
customers to provide their feedback by offering discounts and
rewards that can
be redeemed at
the same businesses they review.
Through this process, businesses
can alter themselves accordingly
based on customer
demand, and customer feedback is
reinforced. Essentially, Gopinion
aims to serve as
the interface between the companies and their users without being
subject to the aggressive online
reviewer community.
The company is still developing and does not expect to launch
its operations until March 2013.
Until then, Tagliente said that he
will be spending a considerable
amount of time planning and developing his service at his Gopinion headquarters in Boston, Mass.

Tagliente
explained that
Gopinion is
different from
current services
such as Yelp.

RETRACTION
In the last issue of the Echo, an article stated that the
Sex Narratives was sponsored by Mules Against Violence
(MAV). The actual sole sponsor of the Sex Narratives was
Student Health on Campus (SHOC).
THANKS FROM THE ECHO STAFF

The Echo received many responses to the recent
readership survey. We take feedback very seriously and
appreciate all of the thoughtful comments.
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On Oct. 25 Diane Afoumado of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum described the history of the S.S. St. Louis.
By GRIFFIN METTO
NEWS STAFF

The S.S. St. Louis left Hamburg, Germany on May 13,
1939 for Havana , Cuba with
939 Jewish refugees on board.
As Diane Afoumado of the US
Holocaust Memorial Museum
exp lained to a crowd of prospective students, current students and faculty, the voyage
did not go as planned.
In Lovejoy 100 on Oct. 25 ,
Afoumado gave a talk about
the S.S. St. Lo.u is refugee crisis. Afoumado said that in Germany during the late 1930s ,
the "world actually shrank to
basically nothing " for Jews.
According to Afoumado, Jews
were excluded from public
parks and pools and could not
even travel to some parts of
Germany. She said , "1938 was
basically a turning point " after
which it was much more difficult to leave Germany.
In 1938, Austria became
part of the Reich , and Nazis
interned many Jews in concentration camps. Kristallnacht ,
which Afoumado called "the
first violent attack on Jews in
Germany," occurred on Nov. 9
and 10 , 1938 and resulted in the
deaths of at least 91 Jews and
the internment of 30,000 others
in concentration camps.
In response to growing tenPresident
Franklin
sions .
Delano Roosevelt organized a
France
to
conference in Evian ,
convince countries to 'ake in
Jewish refugees. The United
States could not take in any
more refugees due to immigration laws, but Roosevelt hoped
that other countries would step
up. However, "All of them
found good excuses" not to take
in refugees , Afoumado said.

The Jews on board the St.
Louis found that Cuba was their
only option for emigration , but
they were happy simply to escape Germany. On the way to
Cuba, passengers enjoyed what
Afoumado called "a beautiful
5-star hotel on the sea," with
luxury similar to that of the Titanic. The ship was captained
by a man named Gustav Schroeder, who Afoumado said was
profoundly anti-Nazi.
Later in May 1939, the St.
Louis arrived in Cuba with passengers expecting to disembark
and begin new lives. However,

Despite the
best efforts
of Schroeder
and U.S.
diplomats who
were sent
to negotiate
with the
Cubans, the
St. Louis was
forced to leave
Cuban waters.

the political situation in Cuba
prevented this from happening.
Federico Laredo Bru , the 13th
president of Cuba , came under
political pressure that led him
to put an end to immigration
into Cuba just before the St.
Louis arrived.
"(The passengers ] were never told what was going on in
Cuba," Afoumado said. Despite

the best efforts of Schroeder
and U.S. diplomats who were
sent to negotiate with the Cubans , the St. Louis was forced
to leave Cuban waters.
Schroeder (ook the St. Louis
to Miami where the passengers were once again prevented
from disembarking. Afoumado
attributed the problem to the
"really, really anti-semitic"
U.S. State Department and the
fact that the U.S. government
could not change immigration
laws to accept the refugees. She
cited telegrams and letters from
U.S. citizens to the government , "begging them to let the
passengers in ," as evidence that
Americans showed compassion
for them.
On June 6, the St. Louis
began its forced return to Europe. During the voyage back
to Europe , Schroeder was very
moved by the situation and
even made a "secret plan to
beach the boat on the British
coast ," Afoumado said.
The efforts of Morris Troper, a Jewish American lawyer, finally persuaded France,
Britain , Belgium and Holland
to take the refugees and keep
them out of harm 's way, making Schroeder 's plan unnecessary. Although many of the refugees were eventually forced
into concentration camps, 708
of the 939 survived.
After the war, "a very small
number of them actually stayed
in Europe ," Afoumado said ,
while many of the St. Louis
survivors moving to the United
Slates or elsewhere. Schroeder
and Troper were both honored
by the Jewish people for their
efforts in helping to ensure
that what could have been 939
deaths turned into survival for
most of the passengers on the
St. Louis.
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THE BRYANT ONE-YEAR MBA
Full-time day program for all majors
• Gain credentials and experience that
distinguish you in the job market
• Benefit from real-world practicum and
consulting opportunities
• Fast track your career, with no professional work experience required
• Specializations in:
Global Suppl y Chain
Global Finance
International Business
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THE BRYANT MPAc
Full-time day program for accounting
''
• Meet the 150-hour requirem ent for
CPA licensure
• Complete your program in two terms:
summer/fall , summer/summer, fall/
spring or spring /summer
* Pursue a tax concentration with summer/fall or summer/summer schedule
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AS A BRYANT GRADUATE , YOU WILL JOIN A POWERFUL
NETWORK OF ALUMNI that includes accomp lished professionals across the country
and around the world. Bryant 's College of Business is one of onl y 5% of colleges and
universities in the world accredited by the AACSB Internati onal The Association to Advance Colleg iate Schools of Business.

Visit www.bryant.edu/gradschool to learn more.

SeniorHall Staff leadersfl y underthe radar
By EMMA BROWN
NEWS STAFF
The work of a group of
students k n o w n as the College Hall Staff' s Assistant
Residence Directors (ARDs)
is s t i l l r e l a t i v e l y unknown
to most students on the Hill.
These five senior students
are responsible for the 45
C o m m u n i t y Advisors (CAs)
w h o are responsible for the
w e l l - b e i n g of the students
in the residence h a l l s . As
the s e l f - d u b b e d "the CAs *
CAs ," the ARDs are among
the first to arrive on campus
at the b e g i n n i n g of the new
school year and the last to
leave following graduation.
Assistant
Director
of
Campus Life K a i n n a Danby
began the A R D program as
a support network for CAs
and as a way to oversee
and address the concerns
of the group. Comprised
of a select group of senior
members of Hall Staff (who
have previous experience
as CAs), the ARDs form a
cohesive team who help to
train and represent the rest
of Hall Staff.
"The program is almost
brand-new. " said Jed Wartman , associate dean of students and director of Campus Life. "It was K a t r i n a 's
b r a i n s t o r m , serving as an
opportunity for seniors to
stay connected in the resid e n t i a l c o m m u n i t y . " This
year , seniors Chelsea Tyler
"13 , Pat Adams *I 3 , Holly M a w n '13 , Nick Rimsa
' 1 3 and Gabriela Wyatt * 13
made it through the rigorous
a p p l i c a t i o n process. "This
year 's ARDs are the most
cohesive staff we 've ever
had ," Danby said. "They
are five very different people who all understand the
importance of one-on-one
connections. "
For Tyler , becoming a
CA her sophomore year was

a way to experience the
College more personally.
"1 didn 't know the school
through and through—I felt
that a leadership position
would help with that ," she
said. Tyler notes how the
situations the CAs encounter change from year to year
and have hel ped force her

"This year 's
ARDs are the
most
cohesive
staff we've
ever had.
They are five
very
different
people. "
Katrina Danby

Office of Campus Life

out of her comfort zone.
"It definitely made me
communicate with people
I wouldn 't have met otherwise ," she said. "Every year
it 's different. "
Tyler attributes some of
her most lasting friendships to the three years she
spent on Hall Staff. She
decided to take on the role
of ARD to help facilitate
the kind of friendship and
support that she valued as
a member of Hall Staff.
"We 're in charge of really
gluing the staff together;
we do a lot of checking in
with individual CAs," she
said. "Chelsea t h i n k s very
differently than the other
four ," Danby said. "She

considers the program as a
whole , pushing it to grow
and advance."
From her first day on the
Hill , Mawn knew she wanted to be a part of Hall Staff.
"My CA was so welcoming
and friendl y, and it seemed
to me like she had the best
job ," Mawn said. When she
became a CA the fall of
her sophomore year, Mawn
didn 't realize that she would
gain a whole community in
the process. "Within days of
coming back I felt that I had
50 new, close friends-people I could count on no matter what came up," she said.
Eventuall y, Mawn realized
that she was ready to move
into an even bigger leadership position and applied
to become an ARD as a senior. According to Danby,
Mawn is the most versatile
member of the team. "She
is able to delegate and lead ,
but does so while making
everyone feel included and
equal ," she said. Wartman
stressed that Mawn adds
another dimension to the
ARDs. "Her kindness cannot be overestimated ," he
said. "She carries it with
her on a day-to-day basis. "
Adams is involved in
multiple
other
campus
groups , and both Danby and
Wartman feel lucky to have
him as an ARD. "We 're
thrilled that Pat chose this
to be the thing to contribute his senior year," Danby
said. Danby characterizes
Adams as the advocate of
the group. He is particularly known for speaking
on behalf of the Hall Staff.
"Pat is our activist. He 's
constantly trying to push
for the things he 's hearing
from the CAs ," Danby said.
"He has the uni que ability to work toward a cause
without making it feel like
work ," Wartman
added.
"His passion for the issue
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Halt Staff * ARDs come back to the Hill early every- year to p r e p a rand
e oversee prt-arlentatlon
trainingf a r morethan 45 Community Advisors (CAs)

makes you feel like it 's crucial for you , too. " Adams is
also known for his behindthe-scenes role when it
comes to taking credit for
different projects. "All he
cares about is how to better
support the CA team," Danby said. "He doesn 't want to
be in the forefront of anything, it' s all for them."
Rimsa is the ARD in the
tough spots. "We 've routinely p laced him in the
hardest residences , in the
most difficult situations ,
and he simply thrives ,"
Danby said. For Rimsa , Hall
Staff represented a body of
different peop le to whom
he hadn 't been exposed.
"In hi gh school , I felt pigeon-holed by t h e teams
and groups I participated
in—the CA group presented
the chance to be part of a
new community, " he said.
Following two years on
staff , Rimsa , much like his
fellow ARDs decided that
the ARD position would be
an effective way to con-

Girl power in the media

t i n u e to have a positive
impact on his campus comm u n i t y . "I felt that I could
be part of the equation that
improved and pushed the
program forward even further ," he said. According to
Wartman , Rimsa 's strength
lies in his approachability and his a b i l i t y to keep
his peers in check without seeming condescending. "Nick makes Campus
Life accessible to a much
broader group of people ,"
he said. Danb y agreed , saying, "He lays it out for us
too. He ' l l sometimes just
say to me ' K a t r i n a , what
are you t h i n k i n g ?' and is
completely honest about
it , " she added.
At a conference a few
weeks ago , Danby was
asked to write a letter to
someone who has influenced her life but might
not know it. She chose to
address it to Wyatt. "Gabby
touches so many lives every single day w i t h o u t even
trying, " Danby said. Like

Mawn , Wyatt was inspired
by her own CAs and j o i n e d
Hall Staff to connect with
a smaller community of
l i k e - m i n d e d students at the
College. "I felt like I had
finall y found a place where
I belonged ," Wy att said.
"Every CA is incredibly
different p e r s o n a l i t y - w i s e,
but we all stand for the
same things. " This year ,
Wyatt became an ARD to
provide the new CAs w i t h
as w e l c o m i n g of a community as the one in which
she entered. "She has had
one-on-one conversations
w i t h each person on the CA
staff ," Danby said. "She is
so profoundl y compassionate and genuine ," Wartman
added. The role has extended further into her life
than Wy att had imagined.
"The CA s w i t c h in my head
rarely shuts off, and I like
it that way," she a d m i t t e d .
For Wyatt , as for the
other ARDS , working with
Hall Staff has become much
more than a campus job.

Localinitiativeemp owerswomen to talk back
By SAVANNAH JUDGE
NEWS STAFF
What do a Colby professor , a media intern in North
Carolina and young girls
growing up in the U.S. have
in common?
They share a desire to empower young women in a media-saturated culture.
Professor of Education Lyn
Mikel Brown and two former
students , Sarajane Blair '10
and Beth Ponsot '10 , came up
with the idea for the Powered
By Girl (PBG) website two
years ago, during their senior
year. According to Brown ,
PBG is the media activist arm
of Hardy Girls Healthy Women , a non-profit organization
that she co-founded in 2000
with Karen Heck , the current mayor of Waterville , and
Lynn Cole , the director of development at Lincoln County
Healthcare.
Comprised of blog posts
and interactive forums , the
PBG website serves as a forum for girls of all ages to
share their thoughts regarding the portrayal of women in
the media. "[PBG is] kind of
a culture j a m m i n g s i t e— I t ' s
designed to give girls a platform to talk back to the media , to poke fun at it ," Brown
said. "We 're in this wonderful moment , technologically
speaking, where girls don 't
have to settle for sexist messaging in their media. They
can create their own media. "
According to Jamie Martina. PBG' s social media in-

tern from North Carolina, one
of the most unique aspects of
PBG is the diversity of its contributing writers and bloggers.
Girls from all over the country, ranging in age from 14 to
22, regularly contribute to the
website. Anyone can apply for
the position through PBG and
editors help them develop or

It really is
empowering
especially
at these age
groups....To
know that
your voice is
actually being heard and
you have the
capacity and
the avenue to
make change."
Jamie Martina
Social Media Intern

edit their writing before it is
published on the website.
"One of our [former] writers...was finishing up eighth
grade...but you know, her
words were just as powerful as a college graduate who
would be writing, " Martina
said. "PBG has this great
reputation in the digital
feminist world , and yet the

average writer is 16. That' s
really cool. "
PBG's mission, according
to Martina, is to "empower
girls and women to recognize
their worth as educators; or
students or professionals, just
as people , beyond that of their
physical looks....Along with
calling out examples of sexism in politics or in current
events, we also promote empowering messages and useful reminders that girls and
women are so much more than
popular media portrays us as."
PBG contributors cover
a broad spectrum of content in their pieces , writing
about the under-representation and sexualization of
women in cinema , political
progress on women 's rights ,
body image , advertising and
current events.
"The writers ' inspiration to
write for Powered By Girl is
driven by their own unique
passions,"
Martina
said.
"Some , you can count on them
to be on top of every political
issue, and then there are others who are experts on analyzing how gender plays out in
the latest video game....They
have what they 're interested
in and it comes out so clearly
in what they write about."
Martina is in charge of posting material onto the website
and managing PBG's Facebook and Twitter accounts.
Her favorite aspect of working with PBG is the amount
of insightful writing to which
she has been exposed. "It 's
given me a chance now to
read and appreciate just the

vastness and the passion behind these young girls ' opinions
This gives me a great
chance to just consume and
appreciate the words of some
of these girls. "
In addition to a large selection of blog posts for readers
to explore , PoweredByGirl.
org also gives girls a unique
opportunity to visually talk
back to the media. The PBG
website has a section called
"PBG Ad Gallery " where
girls can log on and make
changes to advertisement images that depict women in
disempowering ways.
The idea , according to the
website, is to create "a mock
version , satiric imitation or
spoof [of advertisements].

Girls can log
on and make
changes to
advertisement
images that
depict
w o m e n in
disempowering
ways.
Good spoofs make people
think , laugh or question ,
which is why it's such a great
way to talk back to sexualized
media—the more outrageous
the ad , the more potential for
a great PBGed version."
Viewers have the option
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The PBG Ad Gallery allows users to highlight the sexualuotion of women in advertisement in a creative way

to create a personal account
on the PBG website, but access to the "PBG Ad Gallery "
is public so that anyone can
appreciate the creative ways
members of the PBG community transform advertisements
to reflect their own perceptions of media messages.
"Anybody who consumes
media , or culture even , can
have an opinion ," Martina
said. And those opinions
have an audience: according
to Martina , PBG' s Facebook
page reaches an average of
8,000 readers every week.
"It really is empowering especially at these age
groups....To know that your
voice is actually being heard
and you have the capacity and
the avenue to make change ,"
Martina said.
The PBG website is just
one of many ways in which
Hardy Girls Healthy Women ( H G H W ) strives to offer local girls opportunities
to forge those avenues for

change. With the support of
the CVC , approximately 40
current students at the College lead Girls Coalition
Groups. These groups meet
weekly with middle school
girls to discuss media literacy, organize social action
projects and provide support for one another. Each
year the College hosts Hardy
Girls ' "Girls Rock" conference where over 200 girls
from the surrounding area
are given the opportunity to
learn about media literacy
and activism.
As technology and the media continues to impact girls
at younger and younger ages ,
HGHW and PBG work hard
to increase media literacy
and awareness among local
girls and women of all ages.
"There 's so m u c h to dissect in every aspect of
p o p u l a r c ul t u r e in regards
to s e x i s m and p o r t r a y i n g
g i r l s in a w o r t h y l i g h t ,"
M a r t i n a said.

DEAR COLBY Photographs from abroad
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QUESTION

Dear Colby,
I am a first-year here , and I have yet to find my place. I
am involved and I' m doing what I can , but it doesn 't seem
good enough. This is completely different for me. I used to
be sociable in high school , but at this point , I' m completely
discouraged. I feel awkward , confused and scared that my
social life here will suffer. I don 't drink , I don 't party—
that 's not my type of scene. I' m starting to think that this is
the reason why my social status is suffering. What can I do?

1

—Lost One

^
i
RESPONSES
Lost One,

t

It' s easy to get down when it 's the second month of
school and you feel so out of place—but remember it 's
only been a few months. I think that everyone feels like
they don 't fit in the first semester or so of college. It takes
time to adjust.
There 's no question that it 's harder to fit in at Colby
when you are not into the party scene , but I also t h i n k
that a lot of people can sympathize with you. I can 't tell
you how many students I' ve met here who appeared to
look forward to binge d r i n k i n g , and then I later would
learn that they d r i n k mainly because they feel obligated
to d r i n k . There are d e f i n i t e l y p lenty of people here who
r e a l l y do enjoy getting drunk every weekend , but there
are more people than you 'd t h i n k who are more l i k e you
and don 't enjoy it—you just have to find them (and that
takes time). I'd suggest j o i n i n g OASIS or at least t h i n k ing about attending some of their events , like their dinner
talks , to meet l i k e - m i n d e d s t u d e n t s .
I wouldn 't worry about your "social status suffering. "
It' s not worth the headache! It 's all about f i n d i n g the people that make you happy and not about g a i n i n g everyone 's
approval on campus. More i m p o r t a n t l y , be y o u r s e l f and
don 't just p a r t i c i p a t e in the d r i n k i n g c u l t u r e if it doesn 't
make you happy. You 'd be surprised at how many people
won 't care that you aren 't d r i n k i n g if you go out sober.
As time goes by and you stay i n v o l v e d , you ' l l find good
friends , both hard partiers and sober students.
—Senior girl
Dear Lost One ,
Your first year can be a really confusing t i m e . Give
yourself a break; t r a n s i t i o n i n g from high school to college is a big step, and feeling confused and lost at times is
c o m p l e t e l y normal. I w o u l d recommend g e t t i n g i n v o l v e d
as a way to branch out and meet new people. Join clubs
and partake in dorm events , the biggest mistake you can
make during your first year is jirst s i t t i n g in y o u r room
wishing you had more friends. Not everyone drinks or parties; there is a c l u b called OASIS for people who want to
be social in a alcohol-free e n v i r o n m e n t . Don 't worry about
social status—just try and s u r r o u n d yourself with peop le
who trul y make you happy, and the rest will fall into place.
—Senior girl
Hi Lost One ,
Being a first-year at any college isn 't easy, but being a first-year n o n - d r i n k e r has its own set of c h a l l e n g e s .
My experience coming to Colby was quite s i m i l a r to what
you described. It m i g h t feel like most people are d r i n k ing heavily to get trashed or wasted on the w e e k e n d s , but
there are also a lot of people who don 't do t h a t . In fact ,
there is a large group of n o n - d r i n k e r s at Colby. Some of
them go to parties while sober , and some of them avoid
the party scene completel y. I suggest paying a t t e n t i o n to
the posters on campus because they advertise fun weekend
a c t i v i t i e s . If you 're not into the party scene , you can go
to events like a Powder & Wig play, a sports game or an a
cappella concert instead!
You 're not the only n o n - d r i n k e r who struggles with
finding a place here at Colby. During my first year s p r i n g ,
a group of dedicated students and I started OASIS , a club
that promotes respect for sobriety with chem-free events
and dialogues about the d r i n k i n g culture. It was also a
dialogue house last year , so more than 35 residents lived
in a residence hall that supported students with c h e m - f r e e
lifesty les. With more than 150 students on our c l u b e-mail
list , it 's clear that not e v e r y o n e at Colby is into the party
scene. So don 't get discouraged , because you 're not alone!
Feel free to e-mail me at gbrooker@colby.edu if you 'd
l i k e to talk more in person. I' m always happy to meet nond r i n k e r s and t a l k about ways to have sober fun on campus.
—Ginger Brooker '14 , OASIS President
Dear Lost One ,
You 'd be surprised to hear how many students come to
the C o u n s e l i n g Services e c h o i n g your s e n t i m e n t s . Sometimes it is because p a r t y i n g was never t h e i r t h i n g , and
s o m e t i m e s because they ' ve been there , done that and are
over it now. I know it doesn 't seem that way, but Colby is
full of other students wanting to socialize around interests
that bring them together , interests other than alcohol or
sex. You just got here , and you should give y o u r s e l f some
time and accept that your social life will take a l i t t l e t i m e
to get sorted out. L i k e m a n y other good t h i n g s , e.g. falling asleep or f a l l i n g in love , forcing the issue m i g h t be
c o u n t e r p r o d u c t i v e . Focus less on m a k i n g friends and more
on doing things that you love or hope you m i g h t come
to love; join clubs , a t t e n d lectures , learn to dance , and 1
t h i n k when you do what m a k e s you happy, people w h o w i l l
e v e n t u a l l y become y o u r good friends will be there d o i n g it
along with you. A n d you are always welcome to m a k e an
appointment with any of us at the C o u n s e l i n g Services to
discuss this or any o t h e r issue at more l e n g t h .
Good luck ,
—Dr. Turk , C o u n s e l i n g Services
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Lindquist s' "Life After a Cyclone " wonf irst p lace in the portrait category.
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A shot of La PlazaMajorwon Colienfirstplace in the studentexperiencecategory.
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Spatzwon
thelandscapes
categorywitf t 'Ata tVfienua Waterfall . " shotm New Zealand

Ball took "St GeorgesDay " while working as a research assistant in Ethiopia

Global Images Photography Contest: the
winners tell story behind their best images

S e c r e t a r y in the Off-Campus S t u d y D e p a r t m e n t Sue
Forbes said.
Charles Spatz '13 took the
This fall , 32 students sub- winning photograph in the
mitted 58 photographs to the landscapes and streetscapes
fourth annual Global Images category during his semester
Photography Contest.
abroad in New Zealand. The
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"When
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ety and the s t u d e n t e x p e - leave without getting the shot ,
r i e n c e . "The p h o t o s are so I set up all my gear and
j u d g e d on the basis of ar- went to work. "
K a t y L i n d q u i s t '14 took
t i s t i c and t e c h n i c a l m e r i t ,
o r i g i n a l i t y and the i m a g e 's first place in the portrait
a b i l i t y to c a p t u r e an e x p e - category w i t h a p h o t o g r a p h
r i e n c e , l o c a t i o n or e v e n t t i t l e d , "Life A f t e r a Cya b r o a d w i t h an e m p h a s i s clone. " A few days before
on the s t u d e n t 's d e s c r i p - L i n d q u i s t arrived in India
t i o n and i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of to work as an i n t e r n for
t h e m e a n i n g of the p h o t o the Society for R u r a l Eduas w r i t t e n in the p h o t o cation and D e v e l o p m e n t
c a p t i o n ," A d m i n i s t r a t i v e ( S R E D ) last January, CyBy KATHRYN BAI
NEWS STAFF
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St. George 's C h u r c h was comes alive. "
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" W h e t h e r it was to grab a
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La Plaza
Mayor was
the place
to be and I
wanted to
remember
that part
of my time
abroad
with a wellconstructed
photograph.
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Extending our support Bob Diamond's business practices
and flawed economic rationality

EDITORIAL

1f you ' ve a c c e s s e d any form of media o v e r the c o u r s e of the p a s t few d a y s ,
y o u ' re at l e a s t s o m e w h a t a w a r e of the
i m p a c t H u r r i c a n e S a n d y has had t h r o u g h o u t t h e E a s t C o a s t . P i c t u r e s , a r t i c l e s , em a i l s , s t a t u s u p d a t e s and t w e e t s are j u s t
s o m e of t h e r e s o u r c e s t h a t h a v e h e l p e d
i n f o r m us a b o u t t h i s event , an e v e n t
w h i c h we , as s t u d e n t s safe and s o u n d on
t h e H i l l , h a v e been f o r t u n a t e e n o u g h to
geograp hically avoid.
In fact , we 're so safe at C o l b y that we
l o n g for s o m e t h i n g to h a p p e n — w e want
the lig h t s to f l i c k e r , e l i m i n a t i n g electricity for good (or at least long enoug h to
p o s t p o n e that one m i d t e r m ) , and we long
for class to be c a n c e l l e d , g r a n t i n g us one
m o r e day on our essay or at least the opp o r t u n i t y to catch up on some m u c h needed s l e e p .
But really , i n s t e a d of w i s h i n g for
s o m e t h i n g n e g a t i v e to happen in order to
fu l fi l our own n e e d s — t h e need for more
t i m e to work , the need for more r e s t — w e
s h o u l d t h i n k a b o u t how truly luck y we are
to be safe and sound during this time of
n a t u r a l d i s a s t e r . P e r h a p s our loved ones—
or s i m p l y our fellow A m e r i c a n s — h a v e n 't
been as l u c k y, and our e fforts should go
t o w a r d a s s i s t i n g these i n d i v i d u a l s in any
way we can.
I n s t e a d of r e t w e e t i n g the m o s t ent e r t a i n i n g S a n d y t w e e t s or c o m m e n t i n g
on o u r f r i e n d s ' s h a r e d p h o t o s , let 's be
m o r e m i n d f u l of the s i t u a t i o n at h a n d
a n d r e a c h out to t h o s e w h o need our supp o r t t h e m o s t . W h e t h e r it 's d o n a t i n g to
a r e l i e f f u n d or j u s t r e a c h i n g out to an
a f f e c t e d f r i e n d , let 's e x t e n d the C o l b y
s u p p o r t off t h e H i l l d u r i n g t h i s t i m e of
n e e d in our n a t i o n .
—The Staff of The Colby Echo
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or someone ljk, e Charles Eisenstein 's
teaching about a gift economy can be
Colby 's way of showing that it can be
adaptable and , dare I say, evolve to
a changing world (one being handed
down to us in decline). This adaptability would also include the resignation
of Mr. Diamond from the Board. But
what this piece of writing yearns to
do the most is connect people through
what Terence McKenna called the
"felt presence of direct experience."
He believed , as I do , that the "nexus of
space and time where you are now is
the most immediate sector of your universe." Look around. Is it okay that the
same logic that permits bankers to take
in revenue by setting up and managing
commodity funds that invest money
from pension funds , insurance companies and wealth y individuals in a variety of agricultural products in return

"There are two ways to look at life.
One is though nothing is a miracle; the
other is as though everything is"
—Albert Einstein
"What blinds us , or what makes historical progress very difficult , is our
lack of awareness of our ignorance"
—Terence McKenna
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To be born in a
human body in a
planet already full
of billions of species
of life with the sun,
moon, stars,
galaxies and gravity
is a gift; we did not
earn it.

for fees and commissions also permits
their CEOs to hand Colby money for a
new building on campus? That's like
if I privatize a river in Niger which
a million people depend on , remove
them from the newly-owned territory,
bottle up the water, introduce it to the
global market and then use the profits I
make off the suffering of those people
to build a center for autistic children in
the U.S. The creation of the Diamond
Building and the massive donations do
not justify Bob Diamond's practices
and weak moral outlook.
A little more than a month ago, our
Vice President for Student Affairs and
Dean of Students James Terhune sent
us an e-mail about the "Colby Bubble. " In it , he says that "the sting of
cruelty" is very real whether you 're in
Colby or not. In this, he 's right. Every second of your life is real and everything is interconnected in its own
way. There is nothing more important
than the reality, which includes your
friends, your associations, your highs,
your orgasms , your hopes , your plans,
your fears, your college, your education , your chair of the Board of Trustees. So in a sense, I'm here to ask that
as a favor to me, those you love and for
yourself, to feel with your heart more
than you rationalize with your brain.
The goal is to achieve harmony between both , but presently our destructive rationalization is overbearingly
rational with very little input from raw
emotion. I' m asking for you to let go
of those preset ideologies; to take in
the raw information and trust yourself
with it. Inform yourself because there
is nothing this reality needs more than
critical thought. As a wise woman
once said, "I'd like to see more discussion. A lot of people say they don 't
want to bite the hand that feeds us, but
the hand is feeding us poison."
I thank and respect those 10 Colby
students and 15 members of Occupy
Augusta who are doing what is necessary. I wish I were physically alongside you. Hopefully this article helps
to turn passive spectators into active
and reactive human beings. I love and
miss you, Colby.

A challenge to those applying for TFA
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OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
Financial "scandals" and crises happen frequently. It just turned out that
this time the person that was caught
betraying people 's trust and consciously rejecting his responsibility
was Colby 's own chair of the Board of
Trustees. Isn 't the point of "moving,
lending and investing " to hel p people 's lives? The logic we've adopted
with industrial capitalism seems to
answer "no." How is food speculation ,
also called "food commodity trading, "
helping people? It helps the minority owning the banks who work hard
moving all that [in Gollum voice] precious money around. The three biggest
Nazgul are Goldman Sachs, Morgan
Stanley and our very own Barclays.
But the end result is always the same:
the poor lose out. The extent of this
suicidal rationality is so deeply ingrained in our culture that having a
global food crisis with its "necessary"
price rises can be seen as a "good"
business opportunity.
It 's a funny, sad and insane notion
to call food a commodity. But then
again , we were born out of a world in
which people "rationalized" the cornmodification of land , water , millions
of years worth of solar energy within
our biological ancestors , or what the
government and industry like to call
"fossil fuels. " This sheds light onto
what I believe to be the biggest mistake of our current economic rationality; it does not support our innate
gratitude and respect for everything
we 've been given. This is not an overly romanticized statement. I genuinely believe that every single person
feels this gratitude and respect (especially when we 're children) as part of
the human condition. To be born in a
human body in a planet already full
of billions of species of life w i t h the
sun , moon , stars , galaxies and gravity
is a gift; we did not earn it.
However , from the very start we are
taught in our educational institutions ,
as well as in our judicial system , media coverage and other aspects of the
cultural community, that we must go
throug h this hyper-separation of self
and literally, everything else. We
are told that emotions and gut feelings are trivial little aspects of the
individual' s trivial little life and that
empathy is irrational because success
means stockpiling commodities on an
individual basis. If we 're lucky, we
have parents or guardians who can
help counter such a limiting and violence-prone philosophical outlook.
And why should Bob Diamond's
business ethics be separated from his

education ethics? There is absolutely
no reason why they should. It is the
same man with the same princip les,
and that cannot be masked or excused,
especially because of his powerful and
public position. We tend to forget that
the entire point of society is to promote the greater good, the thriving
of the commons. But terms like "the
greater good" remain spoken and unpracticed like "justice" and "democracy." Through all of its channels , our
culture has convinced us that these
words belong solely in children 's stories , but the children need for it to
be their reality, their present. We are
those children , and we need role models who do not sacrifice morality for
excess profits.
My purpose for this article is to poke
at Colby 's conscience and subconscious. It proposes that Colby have a
philosophically diversified economics
department given life by a faculty that
teaches not just one model of economic thought , but many. To have professors teaching stable-state economics
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Check your privilege. Whatever privilege you have, check it. Seriously, do it
right now.
Keep doing it. And , again, (this process never really ends.)
On campus. I often hear so many
offensive comments about stafT workers— dining hall staff, custodians,
groundskeepers , etc. I' ve always felt so
uncomfortable around the people that
make these comments because I come
from a working class family. I' m surrounded by people for whom, if they
lived in Houston , my father would likely be manicuring their lawns or building
their flowerbeds. This isn 't to say that
everyone who fits this criterion makes
these kinds of comments. It 's also true
that those who don 't fit this criterion
also can/do make these kinds of comments. However, there is definitely a
sense of entitlement that a large proportion of people bring with them to Colby.
There are strides being taken to combat these behavioral patterns (yes, patterns, not instances as some would like
to think), and I recognize that with every incoming class , there are issues to
be solved. Yet , it 's not enough. When 1
hear, "Dude, that custodian needs to seriously stop taking away my shoes from
the hallway, " or, "Those leaf blowers
need to find another time to take care
of the leaves," I can 't help but cringe
in disgust. Those "annoying" people-—

they are the ones that keep Colby running and looking beautiful: manicuring
our lawns, serving our food, picking up
our beer cans and cleaning up our vomit.
Yet, we don 't always give them the respect they deserve as human beings
There are also those who take to
slumming for their entertainment. Going
to Marden's with "$20 in (your] pocket"
to find the perfect sweater for that "ugly
sweater" party or poking fun at videos
about rent prices being too high: these
are indicative of an insensitive culture
that abuses working-class families in
more ways than one.
However, this is not endemic to
Colby. While interning with Teach For
America (TFA) over the summer, I saw
so much passion and deliberate messaging that "places students ' needs first." I
was excited , inspired and so grateful to
be a part of an organization that valued
communities like mine.
And then I saw the interactions between some TFA staff/corps members
and the dining hall staff.
The amount of entitlement some possessed and the disrespect Ihey showed
towards the dining hall staff was disgusting. I had found myself in yet another Colby-like bubble , though this
one was a temporary formation lasting
roughly seven weeks. And like Colby,
not everyone fit this criterion.
I couldn 't help but think about the
dining hall staff's children. These are
the students that would likely be taught
in schools with TFA corps members as
teachers. Why is it that those students
deserve their respect and attention ,
while their parents do not?

Those people who are paid to serve
you and to submit to your ridiculous requests more likely than not grew up just
like those kids, needing and deserving
a quality education. Except , of course,
they didn 't have their very own "white
saviors" teaching them that they can be
anything they want to be if they work
hard enough (not to mention that most of
those saviors don 't actually know what
it means to work hard enough to combat
poverty and racism while maintaining a
high level of academic achievement.)
So here is my challenge to those of
you applying to TFA: check your privilege. Check it again. And , again. Now
try to unlearn it. If you've already been
doing this , great! You probably already
noticed how patterns of suppression
pulse through the campus and how abhorrent this is. If you haven 't been doing
this, you need to. Seriously. Join Campus
Conversations On Race (CCOR), go to a
Pugh center event, go to a Pugh Community Board (PCB) event (shameless plug,
I know...). Your privilege works in many
ways, and you're probably privileged
in more than one way (I always have to
check and try to combat the privilege
that I subscribe to as a male-identified
person with a penis, a U.S. passport and
English fluency). If you can 't find it in
you to check your privilege, don 't apply to TFA. Seriously. Please don 't. As
someone who had TFA corps members as
teachers, I am begging you not to apply.
TFA can 't always screen for people like
you, but you can take yourself out of the
applicant pool. You're not good enough.
You don 't deserve to teach in communities like mine.

Why every single vote counts The Promise of You
BEN
WEXLER-WAITE

A total of 816 Colby students voted in the 2008 election. In 2010, that
number shrunk to 270, and Republicans took control of Waterville's state
senate seat by a margin of 200 votes.
In a town as small as Waterville, and in
a state as small as Maine, Colby 's vote
makes a huge difference. This election , the stakes are too high for any
college student to sit on the sidelines
because down the ballot , the difference between the candidates couldn 't
be starker.
Henry Beck , the Democratic candidate for State Representative; Colleen
Lackowicz, the Democratic candidate
for State Senate; Chellie Pingree the
Democratic candidate for Congress
and Barack Obama, the Democratic
nominee for president, all understand
that this economy doesn 't grow from
the top down by letting Wall Street
write it's own rules and giving tax
break after tax break to those who
don 't need it.
The economy grows from the bottom up, when we invest in education ,
small businesses, new technologies
and the well-being of our own peo-

ple , rather than stifle human potential. It grows when we guarantee that
everyone has a fair shot and pays
their fair share.
Under this administration, we've
created more than five million new
jobs. We've gotten on track to expand access to healthcare to more

This election, the
stakes are too high
for any college
student to sit on the
sidelines because
down the ballot, the
difference between
the candidates
couldn't be starker.
than 30 million Americans. We've
passed legislation that provides new
resources for women to fight against
pay discrimination. We've doubled
our investment in Pell Grants, allowing millions of young Americans to be

able to afford college. We've ended
the war in Iraq and are in the process
of pulling out of Afghanistan. We've
seen the Justice Department ordered
to stop defending the Defense of Marriage Act , which states that marriage
is defined between one man and one
woman. We've had two justices appointed to the Supreme Court who
stand behind landmark decisions like
Roe Vs. Wade and are committed to
America's founding principles of freedom and equal opportunity for all. Bui
in just a few days, all of this progress
could be lost.
This election, we can't afford to turn
back the clock and return to the same
failed policies that got us into this recession in the first place. We can 't afford to return to a foreign policy defined by recklessness. We can't sit back
and watch America revisit an era where
abortion was illegal and women didn 'l
even have access to basic contraception. And with marriage equality on
the ballot this year in Maine, we can 't
stand by and let Mainers be discriminated against simply because they want
to marry the person they love.
Voting in this election isn 't just a
matter of politics; it 's a matter of morality. In 2012 , we need to make oui
voices heard. It's time for Colby to
have a say in our state 's future and oui
country 's future.

Our classroom culture at Colby

Classroom culture is really a defining
factor when I choose classes every semester. I muse on whether the Professor
is outgoing, cogent and interactive as opposed to didactic , boring and unimaginative. As a senior, I have been in several
classes, and I have to say the classroom
culture at Colby may need some revitalization. I am unsure if responsibility for
this revitalization should be placed upon
the shoulders of the students or professors or maybe all of us. What I find to
be a prevalent component of what I feel
to be lacking classroom culture or vitality has to do with silence. I believe that
silence is deadly in the classroom and
outside the classroom.
I have observed classrooms so oversaturated with silence that I oftentimes
wonder what is going through the heads
of my fellow classmates. At times I know
we as students do not do the assigned
readings or skim over them, which does
detract from creating a healthy classroom culture , but I want to focus on the
fear that underlies this silence. I believe
this fear is the root cause of students not
speaking out. There is a fear of not only
being wrong but being publicly humili-

ated because a professor might shut you
down. In some classes there are right
and wrong answers, however, regardless
of a student being right or wrong I feel it
is detrimental when a professor attempts
to shut down a student who is wrestling
with his or her own ignorance. Pushing
students to think outside the confines of
their own ideology or culture, no matter how dogmatic, is important to our
growth as intellectuals and scholars, but
if there is such a culture of fear of castigation, one may not be so bold to contribute to classroom conversation and
abnegate his or her ability to grow.
Humans are very malleable beings. Individuals can choose to follow the crowd
or resist, in any case there has to be a
certain degree of conformity to keep order and uphold the status quo. However,
in some cases as in the classroom, the
status quo is not sufficient in producing
the type of dialogues and conversations
needed to expand one's consciousness.
Classroom culture, as 1 have observed, is
too conformist in the sense that when one
student feels unsafe to voice their opinion, almost all students do. I can recall
times when I answered questions in class
and my professor shut me down or made
a spectacle of my ignorance whether
meaningful or not.
The emotion I felt was somewhat devastating and I did not feel like participating anymore for fear of being shut down
again. After a few attempts at answering
a question the class was obviously strug-

gling with or unmotivated to answer due
to fear of castigation, I realized fewer and
fewer of my peers attempted to answer
questions. We conformed to the growing
culture of silence which was rooted in the
fear of being wrong and under the scrutiny of the professor. I have not only observed this in one class but many classes.
Students are so afraid of being wrong and
being persecuted by the professor that
they do not speak out, even when they
may know the answer.
Although Colby is a fantastic school
with intelligent and insightful students
and staff, we must take a hard look at
our classroom culture and how we can
improve. I know, people are going to
sometimes say some borderline offensive things, especially in the social sciences, but I don 't think we benefit from
their silence, and we needn 't conform
under the guise of fear of being wrong.
If you are wrong, be wrong, but as a
culture we need to accept that we will
never have all the answers or be right
all the time. It is not mountains we are
stumbling over, but mere pebbles. Once
we can surmount this culture of fear and
conformity, I believe classroom silence
will be broken and we can engage in
true dialectics where information can be
shared and our learning experiences will
be that much richer.
Fear is no apparatus to operate under,
especially in a place where we are supposed to be confronting our ignorance
and seeking truth.

Bicentennial ball vs. Colby dances
DAN
SUNDERLAND

The Bicentennial Ball was an incredible event, and I think it brought this
community together more than just
about anything else that has happened
on campus during my three years here.
There were faculty, staff and students
mingling freely and having a great time.
I give my sincerest thanks to the people
who made this event possible and designed the whole thing. It was a ni ght to
remember and I' m glad that I was here
for it.
However, I would also like to pose
the question: How was the Ball different than normal Colby dances? Sure,
there were campus authority figures at
the Ball , but I felt that there was also
a different tone to this event. Though
students undoubtedly have fun at the
normal Colby dances , it has been my
experience that these events are also
very much a focal point of the College's drinking culture.
While the dances are scheduled for
10 p.m., hardly anyone shows up until
11. A wave of people enters, mostly inebriated to some degree. The party then
rages on in a dark , steamy and alcoholscented setting until I a.m. 1 don 't mean
to say that everyone at the dance is
drunk , but I do know that students there
can easily range from sober to blackout.
Considering that only seniors and some
juniors should be old enough to drink
legally, it 's worth noting that this also
makes Colby dances a focal point for
underage drinking.

The term "Colby dance" has become
a Colby-ism on the Hill—just something
that can be said and everyone knows
what you're talking about. If I ask someone how a weekend dance was, a common response is often , "Well, it was a
Colby dance." Somehow this term has
become synonymous with the example I
outlined and requires no further explanation. Further, this generalization means
that all Colby dances are like this.

Considering that
only seniors and
some juniors should
be old enough to
drink legally, it's
worth noting that
this also makes
Colby dances a focal
point for underage
drinking.
I think events like this reflect poorly
on students. The concept of letting off
steam by partying on the weekends is
often taken to an extreme, sometimes
leading to decisions students will regret
or even trips to the hospital. Students
deserve to have a chance to be free from
responsibility from time to time, but the
extreme to which some Colby students
do this can have lasting effects. These

students deserve better than the bad situations others put them in due to the social climate, or those put themselves in
for one reason or another. They should
not be in situations that lead to the emergency room. Being in an emergency
situation is damaging to student life and
should happen rarely on campus, not a
few times each weekend.
My friends and I speculated before
the Bicentennial Ball about whether
this event could also fall into the Colby
dance category, and I heard others wondering the same. I would like to point
out that, for the most part, people at the
Ball were relatively sober and they were
still having a good time. There was also
space for people to just lounge, mingle,
meet new friends and have a good time,
something not really present at normal
Colby dances. The drinking in this case
was definitely social drinking, not binge
drinking. Could we have something like
this every year?
The College 's Fall Ball also started
out as a formal soiree with faculty and
staff in attendance; however, over the
years the Ball became more rowdy and
fewer faculty and staff attended. At this
point, the Fall Ball has become just like
every other Colby dance, the only dif- !
ference being that students are dressed
more formally.
I' m not suggesting that we spend all
the money that we did for the Bicentennial Ball every year. I'm just saying that
we should have a dance with the same
sort of atmosphere. Perhaps we could
reclaim Fall Ball for this purpose. There
would be less drinking—especially binge
drinking—and everyone would still have
fun and come together as a community. I
think that 's a great goal to have. Who's
with me?

By JIM TERHUNE
Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of students

Ever since the Echo approached me about writing a piece for the Opinions section
a few weeks back I have been trying to settle on a topic. Insofar as "Opinions" pieces
are supposed to give some insight into what the writer believes I decided to share
some of what I believe with all of you. So, with a nod to NPR and its long running
series "This I Believe," I would offer the following:
I believe in good novels and cheesey movies and reruns of Seinfeld.
1 believe in handwritten letters sent by snail-mail (Cursive or printed , at one's discretion. Using hearts or smiley faces to dot one's "i's" is unacceptable).
I believe in Levi's 5S0*s (red tag) blue jeans, well-wom sweatshirts, canvas Chuck
Taylor's and Bean's Wicked Good slippers.
I believe wearingfli p-flops in January is dopey.
I believe in Santa Claus, Dr. Seuss, The Giving Tree and Winnie-the-Pooh (A.A.
Milne 's stories a lot; Disney's movies much less).
I believe voting is both a right and a responsibility.
I believe in registering with a political party but not voting a straight party ticket.
I believe in the Beatles, Bruce Springsteen, Bach's violin concertos and Beethoven's
seventh and ninth symphonies. I also believe in lots of musicians and composers
whose names don't begin with the letter "B."
I believe in alliteration. And sarcasm.
I believe in the designated hitter.And I believe 99 percent of the people who oppose
it are self-important blowhards who think making a double switch is the intellectual
equivalent of splitting the atom. The other one percent just need to get over it. Big
Papi going deep beats Cole Hamels striking out looking by a lot.
I believe in Fenway Park and Wrigley Field. Period.
I believe in the Boston Red Sox, and that if there ever was a "Curse of the Bambino" it ended when Dave Roberts stole second base in the top of the ninth inning of
game four of the 2004 ALCS.
I believe in reading actual (as opposed to virtual) newspapers on Sunday morning.
I believe you should know the words to your national anthem and your college's
alma mater and I believe you should stand up and sing them when they are played.
I believe in doing all, not just some or most of the reading and written work that is
assigned for every class. But I didn 't figure that out until I was a 26-year-old graduate
student so I will understand if you're rolling your eyes right now.
I believe in hot tea, ice water and beer in bottles.
I believe in standard shift cars, front-wheel drive and snow tires. And I totally believe in heated seats.
I believe in Martin acoustic guitars. I believe everyone who is able should have the
experience of singing in public at least once in their life.
I believe humility is good for the soul.
I believe in shaped skis and high-speed quads. I believe in Mulligan 's on the first
tee because who really cares.
I believe in shooting far-post and low, and staying with your marks until the play
is over.
I believe in doing crossword puzzles in pen.
I believe listening is more important than sneaking and hearing is more important
than listening.
I believe in making the bed and rinsing the toothpaste out of the sink and doing the
dishes and not leaving clothes in a heap on the floor. But I also believe that if I don 't
have to look at, smell or climb over your mess then I'm not going to get worked up
about it.
I believe paying taxes is, as Oliver Wendell Holmes said, "the price we pay for a
civilized society."
I believe talking in movie theaters should be against the law.
I believe in cheering for your team at athletic contests.
I believe it's better to be a Mule than a Bobcat or a Polar Bear any day.
I believe in woodstoves and hugging your kids and tipping well.
I believe cruelty is our worst transgression and kindness is our greatest gift.
Mostly, I believe in the power of education, teaching and learning. I believe college
matters and I believe in Colby. I believe that pushing the boundaries of what you know
and questioning what you believe and stretching your ability to think is essential to
realizing your full potential.
And above all else, I believe in the promise of you—Colby students. I believe that
you care about Colby and yourselves and each other and your communities and the
world. I believe that you are smart and industrious and creative and hard working. 1
believe you have a sense of responsibility and a sense of humor. I believe you do not
fully know the breadth of your own capacity for hard work, for knowledge, for compassion, for discovery. But I am certain you will find it.
I believe in the promise of you as I have believed in the promise of those who came
to Mayflower Hill before you and I will believe in the promise of those who will walk
in your footsteps here after you're gone. I believe in the promise of you because I
believe in Colby. And more, because I believe in you.

Exercise Your Right!
By MADDY WILSON

The Goldfarb Center is throwing a party all day Tuesday, Nov. 6 to celebrate Election Day and democracy !
Go out and vote , then come to Pulver Pavilion during
the day to check out activities presented by many of the
clubs on campus. There will also be a bouncy house on
Dana Lawn all day, so stop by on your way to the polls.
Tuesday ni ght there will sp ecial Election Day drinks at
the Pub , delicious food all around Pulver , more activities , live coverage and a live Twitter feed with #Goldfarb. No matter which way you vote , come out to eat,
have fun , watch the results and celebrate the democratic
process at work. Exercise Your Right!

Students join locals for Burstthe BubbleWeek
By CARLI JAFF
NEWS STAFF

From Oct. 22 to 27 , the
Co lb) -Waterv ilic
Alliance
(CWA) and Waterville united
to put on Burst the Bubble
Week. From discounts at
Waterville restaurants to a
Halloween run. Burst the
Bubble Week brid ged the gap
b e t w e e n the College and the
town.
Selah Tea. Holv Cannoli and
Thai Bistro offered 10 percent
discounts al! week, and Silver
Sireet Tavern and Cancun each
gave 20 percent off.
On Tuesdas, Kids on the Hill!
welcomed local children to the
College for festivities and dinner in the Dana Fairchild Room.
A HoK Cannoli tasting on
Wednesdav prompted students
to line up in Pulver Pavilion
to samp le the free treats.
On Thursday, EnviroCo organized a bike ride to the Waterville Farmer 's Market from
4:30 to 6 p. m.
flie event 's scope expands
each \ e a r as Burst the Bubble
Week extends further into the
Waterville communitv.
On Saturday. Hard) Girls ,
Health) Women and the
Colb> Volunteer Center cosponsored the 3.1 -mile run
that aimed to combat the sexualization of girls ' Halloween costumes and to promote
health and fitness.
A m o n g the week' s most
p o p u l a r events , the Food
Day Fair on Oct. 26 was
g e n e r a l l y regarded as a re-

sounding success. Students
tasted local foods and interacted with farm animals at

the small petting zoo.
"It was great to see so
many naturally, locally-grown

foods because there are no
farms from where I' m from,"
Bridgette Dufton '16 said.

Reflecting on Food Day and
Burst the Bubble Week, Nick
LaRovere ' 1 5 said, "It was

(..UUHi tii ur WINA I HIT.

Local food vendors crowded onto Dana Lawn on Oct. 26 to publicize and share their goods with students on the Hill. The event was part of the
Colby- Waterville Alliance s Burst the Bubble Week, which aims to unite locals and students as part of a larger, more communicative community.

good to see a positive interaction between Colby students
and local businesses, and it
was nice to try different foods
and build a positive relationship with the vendors and the
local community."
This year, CWA decided
that Burst the Bubble Week
will occur each semester,
rather than on a yearly basis.
With the addition of the annual Battle of the Bands , February 's Burst the Bubble Week
will hold events that are similar to last week's functions.
"It is our hope that 'bursting the bubble ' is not confined
to this one week, and instead ,
that this week of events provides everyone with new
ways to engage within the
community," CWA President
Brita Midness '13 said.
As Burst the Bubble Week
continues to grow and expand , Midness hopes that this
week-long event will increase
in range as well as in influence.
CWA's overarching goal is
to bring local residents and
College students together
more often and to improve
town-gown relations.
"We strive to bridge the divide , particularly throug h the
sharing of ideas and experiences in order to foster understanding and respect amongst
all members of our community," Midness said. "Each
interaction, no matter how bi g
or small , is important to hel p
strengthen the existing bonds
between Colby College and
the City of Waterville."

Lobster roll fundraiser for charity Bicentennial panel discusses
By SARAH BARRESE
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

This
Christmas ,
more
t h a n 1 , 600 c h i l d r e n from
l o w - i n c o m e homes t h r o u g h out M a i n e w ill e x p e r i e n c e
the t h r i l l of o p e n i n g t h e i r
own g ift s t h a n k s to fresh
l o b s t e r s , local b u s i n e s s e s
and e n t h u s i a s t i c v o l u n t e e r s .
On Oct
12 , v o l u n t e e r s
c o n v e n e d at Blessed Hope
Church
in W a t e r v i l l e to
prepare a p p r o x i m a t e l y 500
l o b s t e r r o l l l u n c h e s in the
fundraiser
year 's largest
for The M a i n e C h i l d r e n 's
Home for Little Wanderers *
C h r i s t m a s Program.
Each year , the C h r i s t m a s
Program provides children
in low income or povertys t r i c k e n homes w i t h a holiday
box of i t e m s \ a l u e d between
S92 and $150. The program
s e r v i c e s c h i l d r e n throug hout
the state and bestows only
new, q u a l i t y goods.
Volunteers for the fourth
A n n u a ! Lobster Roll Lunch
f u n d r a i s e r began preparing
lunches at 6 a.m . and raised
S3.000 for the program before retiring for the day. Each
lunch cost S I 0 , and most customers a w a i t e d their meals in
iocal schools.
"The teachers know it
goes to the kids they have fin
class} so they are very supportive of it ," Account Exe c u t i v e of Nancy Marshall

Communications
Whitney
Moreau said.
Because
of
donations
from Cozy H a r b o r Seafood ,
Hannaford
Supermarkets
and the W a t e r v i l l e V e t e r a n s

"We've
grown by
about 100
lunches each
year. It 's so
popular now
that we get
calls from
people asking
to be involved."
Kim Nash
Volunteer

of Foreign Wars ( V F W ) ,
the f u n d r a i s e r boasted 100
p e r c e n t profits.
Cozy H a r b o r , based in
P o r t l a n d , "has been an
unbelievable
supporter
of t h e p r o g r a m , and each
y e a r t h e y d o n a t e t h e lobs t e r meat for free ," K i m
Nash , a v o l u n t e e r at t h e
event , said.
This year . Cozy Harbor con-

tributed 132 pounds of lobster
meat lo make 500 lunches.
"We ' ve grown by about
100 lunches each year ," Nash
said before acknowledging
the overwhelming volunteer
influx in recent years. "It 's
so popular now that we gel
calls from people asking to
be involved. "
Those who were involved
in the c o m p i l a t i o n of l u n c h es w o r k e d for two days to
unpack , prepare and deliver
the meals.
"This event is special for
us because it 's a way we can
p r o v i d e a r e a l l y great lunch
for some of our biggest supporters. B y d e l i v e r i n g the
lobster roll lunches across
central Maine , we get to
p e r s o n a l l y t h a n k people for
t h e i r support. We also believe that support we get
for t h i s event helps raise
a w a r e n e s s for our C h r i s t mas Program and r e m i n d s
people the h o l i d a y s are
c o m i n g and there are many
c h i l d r e n in need of our support ," D e v e l o p m e n t Director at The M a i n e C h i l d r e n 's
Home for L i t t l e Wanderers
Steve Mayberry said in the
p u b l i c i t y release.
S i n c e the l o b s t e r r o l l
f u n d r a i s e r b e g a n in 2009 ,
the
project
has raised
more t h a n SI 0 ,000 for the
Christmas
Program
and
a i m s to c o n t i n u e l i f t i n g the
h o l i d a y s p i r i t s of f i n a n cially-burdened
children
throughout Maine

L-UUHItSiY U> KANI.T MOHbM "! I HJMMUWUAI lUNif

Waterville resident Jean Sawyer joined other volunteers to package lobster roll lunches at Blessed
Heart Church on Oct 12 The fundrasier raised $5, 000 and provided locals with fresh lobster lunches

the Cdteg&shistorydowntown
By EVA LAUER
NEWS STAFF

On Saturday, Oct. 20 ,
nearly 100 Waterville residents and students from the
H i l l gathered at the Hathaway C r e a t i v e Center to cel-

"Bowdoin
College
objected
because it
did not want
to share
this scarce
number of
students
in the area,
which is the
origin of a
rivalry that
continues
today."
Earl Smith
College Historian

ebrate the College 's bicentennial.
This
reception
featured
a panel discussion entitled
"1813: The World , Waterville
and Colby, " as well as historic
College memorabilia , such as
a flyer advertising Muhammad All 's appearance on the
Hill on March 21 , 1970 and
the invitation to the College 's
centennial pageant .
Paul Boghossian *76 began with a description of his
transformation of an old factory in Waterville , where he
and his peers purchased their
i - s h i r t s . into the Hathaway
Center in 2004 .

This b u i l d i n g now houses
500 people and also contains many offices. "Colby
College pledged $60 ,000
million
to t h i s effort ,"
B o g h o s s i a n said.
He claimed that the project has created many job
opportunities for residents
and helped boost the retail
efforts in Waterville , providing just one example of
the College 's support for the
growth and development of
Waterville 's c o m m u n i t y .
College H i s t o r i a n Ear!
S m i t h , a r e t i r e d dean , discussed the h i s t o r y of the
C o l l e g e and W a t e r v i l l e 's
beginnings.
Originally
k n o w n as Water V i l l a g e ,
t h e town d e v e l o p e d si g n i f icantly during the Indust r i a l R e v o l u t i o n and set its
si g h t s on i n s t a t i n g a l o c a l
college.
"Bowdoin College objected because it did not want to
share this scarce number of
students in the area , w h i c h
is the origin of a r i v a l r y
that continues today, " S m i t h
said. Finally, with the support and determination of
the community, the College
opened in 1818.
Assistant Professor of History Daniel Tortora followed
Smith with a description of
current events during the
College 's initiation.
He discussed the beginning of James Madison 's
second term as president , the
1812 war with Britain and
the country 's strugg les with
racism and discrimination.
"America was contentious
and ready for change , " Tortora said. The war caused
financial
difficulties
that
stalled the e s t a b l i s h m e n t of
the College , but as the fi ghting subsided and settlers
swept into the Maine area ,
p lans finally moved forward.
Professor Raffael Scheck
noted that at the time of Colby 's ori gin , Maine had yet to
separate from Mass. and become an independent state.
Because of the College 's

support of Maine independence and loyalty to the
Baptist Church , state residents fully consented to the
College 's foundation.
After the panel , the floor
opened for audience inquires
about the orig ins of the College 's name. Smith explained
that Gardner Colby lived in
Waterville and surprised the
College with a generous do-

Concluding
the reception,
FteskJentAdams
presented
Mayor Karen
Heck 74 with
a bench with
the College's
original seal
in downtown
Waterville.

nation of $50 ,000 in 1864.
"People ask if the name
has any connection to Colby
cheese ," President William
"Bro " Adams said. He explained that Colby cheese
came from the town of Colby, Wis., also named from
Gardner Colby.
C o n c l u d i n g the recept i o n , A d a m s p r e s e n t e d Wat e r v i l l e M a y o r K a r e n Heck
'74 w i t h a b e n c h w i t h the
College 's o r i g i n a l seal to
be p l a c e d in d o w n t o w n
Waterville.
According
to
Mayor
Heck , r e s i d e n t s of Waterv i l l e , w h i c h has a 23 percent
poverty rate , a p p r e c i a t e not
only the a b i l i t y for the c i t i zens to a t t e n d classes , lectures and programs at the
school , but also the a m o u n t

Kennebunk scandal

happens in every city. "
Other residents feel that
the list 's publication would
By SARAH BARRESE
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR
help the community move beyond the scandal.
forward
Scandal rocked the small ,
"Let 's move
seaside town of Kennebunk , and h a v e it come out so
Maine this month after lo- we can all deal w i t h it ,"
cal Zumba instructor Alexis r e s i d e n t D o n n a L i t t t e f i e l d
Wright 's arrest. Accused of said in an Oct. 18 a r t i c l e
using her Zumba studio as a in Reuters.
front for an active prostituBecause of the l i s t ' s
nature , i n d e c i tion business, Wright , 29 , d e l i c a t e
pleaded not guilty to 106 sion about its release has
counts of prostitution, viola- caused a d d i t i o n a l confution of privacy, tax evasion sion and stress.
The
first
and other charges
c l i e n t e l e list
on Oct. 9.
released
inWright 's busicluded
21
ness
partner ,
names but no
Mark Strong Sr.,
ages or ad57 , also pleaded
dresses. After
not guilty to 59
the
misuncounts of promoderstandings
tion of prostituthat ensued ,
tion and violaa judge intion of privacy.
structed
poAccording
lice
to into Clarke Canclude middle
field' s Oct. 9
i n i t i a l s , ages
article
in
The
and addresses
Huffington Post,
in any release
prosecutors comf o l l o w i n g list
piled over 100
publications.
hours
of vid"The issue
eo and almost
is
weighing
14 ,000
screen
and
balancshots of evidence
against the deJoe Small ing the indiv i d u a l ' s prifense.
Strong 's
Kennebunk Business Owner
vacy interests
lawyer ,
Daniel
versus
the
Lilly, said , "The
state 's rather
state 's in over its
head. This case isn 't ready m i n i m a ] interest in prosfor prosecution ," as quoted e c u t i n g a crime classified
as among the least serious
in the article.
A single mother from in the state of Maine ," SteWells , Wright earned ap- phen Schwartz , the lawyer
proximately $150 ,000 over for two men suing to keep
an 18-month period that the names private , said to
serviced around 150 men. Reuters. "The frenzy is inConcern over the release of c r e d i b l e in our community. "
On Friday, Oct. 26 , poa list of Wright 's c l i e n t e l e
has left the town teeming lice released 18 a d d i t i o n a l
names
and promised to anwith controversy as residents debate the ethicality n o u n c e more in the weeks
to come. The second list
of its p u b l i c a t i o n .
Many residents fear that c o n s i s t e d of men from
exposing Wrig h t ' s custom- t h r o u g h o u t N gw E n g l a n d ,
ers will destroy reputations but no one was w i d e l y
and marriages in the area. k n o w n in K e n n e b u n k .
N e v e r t h e l e s s , the comKennebunk resident Leonid
Temkin said , "I think i t ' l l m u n i t y c o n t i n u e s to worry
cause a lot of hardship, " as about the release of new
names and fret about the
reported in CBS News.
"I' m sick of it ," said local growing scandal. "This is
business owner Joe Small , K e n n e b u n k . It 's a postas quoted in an Oct. 20 As- card c o m m u n i t y , " L i e u t e n sociated Press article. "This ant A n t h o n y Bean B u r p e e
happens all over the country. t o l d Reuters. "We c e r t a i n l y
They make a big deal about it wish she could have rented
because it' s Kennebunk, but it space elsewhere."

'This happens
all over the
country.
They make
a big deal
about it
because it's
Kennebunk,
but it
happens in
every city."

Winter Clothing Drive

ter ," Gardiner said.
Other organizations on
the H i l l , such as the Colby
NEWS STAFF
V o l u n t e e r Center (CVC)
As s t u d e n t s p r e p a r e for and Colb y Cares About
a n o t h e r h a r s h Maine w i n - K i d s (CCAK), have shown
ter , E l i z a b e t h C o c h r a n e t h e i r support through pub' 1 3 and C h a r l o t t e Gar- l i c i t y and p a r t i c i p a t i o n .
C ol l e d i o n s
have
d i n e r ' 1 3 have
began on Oct.
t e a m e d up to
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organize
the
Nov. 30. The
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drive 's
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winter
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bins located on
warm
and
off-camclothing
is a
pus. The bins
luxury that some
are located in
cannot afford.
AMS ,
Dana ,
The c i v i c a l l y - e n g a g e d seniors have Foss , The Colby Bookstore ,
worked closely w i t h the Jorgcnsen 's Cafe and Selah
G o l d f a r b C e n t e r for P u b l i c
Tea.
her
belief
A f f a i r s for y e a r s and used
Expressing
t h e c o n n e c t i o n to c r e a t e that student c i v i c respons i b i l i t y e x t e n d s beyond t h e
change.
"We saw a need for w i n t e r
H i l l , G a r d i n e r said , "not
c l o t h i n g in the local schools only are we a c o m m u n i t y
so we proposed the c l o t h i n g on c a m p u s , we are part of
drive to the Goldfarb Cen- the W a t e r v i l l e c o m m u n i t y . "
By JENNIFER NALE

Goldfarb
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By AMY TOTORELLO
NEWS STAFF

Students who do not in fact
live 20 minutes outside of Boston, rejoice—Southwest Airlines is coming to Portland International Jetport. Known for
its low travel fares and friendly
service, the Southwest brand
will begin flying to and from
Portland on April 14, 2013.
Currently, Portland Jetport
carries flights from AirTran
Airways , an airline that Southwest acquired in May 2011.
The gradual transition from
AirTran to Southwest is underway across the country,
and Portland is currently one
of four cities that will complete this transition in the
upcoming year. According to
The Portland Press Herald ,
the other three cities are Charlotte , N.C., Flint , Mich., and
Rochester, N.Y.
The switch from AirTran
to Southwest has been in the
works in Portland for some
time now, especially since the
completion of a S75 million
and 145,000-square-foot terminal expansion that took place
last year.
The addition of Southwest as a
carrier in Portland is expected to be
an attractive draw for tourists coming to Maine and will likely "eliminate the need to fly to other Southwest locations in the region such
as Manchester, New Hampshire or
Boston," wrote Jessica Hall of Tlie
Portland PressHerald.
The airline will launch in Portland with several direct flights to
and from Baltimore Washington
International (BWI).
According to Southwest 's
website, travelers who choose
the airline will now have "convenient connections from PWM
to nearly 60 cities throughout the
U.S. via Baltimore."
This is a 30 percent increase from the current options available to passengers
traveling on AirTran.
Major
connecting
cities include Atlanta , Denver , Minneapolis/Saint Paul ,
Pittsburgh , Raleigh/Durham ,
Sacramento , San Diego and

Learn to Teach in an Urban School Partnership
If you are reading this, then probably you are exploring how you might make
a difference in the lives of others through teaching or work in schools.
Probably also you are thinking about work in urban settings where there are
typically more needs than there are opportunities and resources. If this
describes you, then you might find your institutional soul-mate, so to speak,
at Clark.
Clark is dedicated to integrating preparation for urban teaching with school
reform and neighborhood renewal. Our Master of Arts in Teaching program
prepares teachers for work in urban settings in elementary and secondary
schools which partner closely with us on teacher development and effective
school practice. Here is one big sign of our effort and success: one of our
partner schools, University Park Campus School, has become nationally
known
as
a
high-performing
urban
secondary
school
(visit
www.upcsinstitute.org). All of the students who attend the school live in our
surrounding urban neighborhood and all qualify for post-secondary
education. Almost all of the teachers at the school, as well as the principal,
are graduates of our program.
Our Master of Arts in Teaching program is very much in a learning-by-doing
mold, with carefu l and finely-tuned support. Students spend a full year with
their peers developing their teaching practice in one of our partner schools,
under the joint guidance of mentor teachers and university faculty. The
schools serve a linguistically and culturally rich as well as predominately lowincome population.
Almost all of our graduates who want a teaching position are offered one.
Some choose to stay in Worcester , where they start on the second step of
the teacher pay scale because of the experience gained through our
program.
If you are motivated to bring your heart and mind to the challenging,
rewarding, and life-altering work of urban teaching, then consider getting in
touch with us. Contact our Program Coordinator, Marlene Shepard, at
mshepard@clarku.edu or visit our website:
www.clarku.edu/departments/education. Our application deadline is
January 15, 2013 for the program year which runs from May, 2013 to May
2014.

West Palm Beach.
"We have been overwhelmed
by the enthusiastic response [to
the addition of Southwest] by
the flying public throughout the
region," said Airport Director
Paul Bradbury in an interview

with Southwest.com. "When
Southwest 's iconic red and blue
jets land in Portland in April ,
our passengers will have more
convenient , affordable access
to the nation 's largest domestic
airline than ever before. "

Southwest wi 11 begin its
flights just in time for students
on the Hill to make travel arrangements at the end of this
school year. Until then , AirTran
will continue its regular schedule to and from Portland Jetport.

Maine prepares for election day
By SARAH BARRESE
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

With Nov. 6 rap idly approaching, local Mainers
and College students alike
turn their attention to heated
general election and Senate
races. In recent weeks, students on the Hill tabled for
their candidates , participated in p hone banks and gathered to watch presidential
debates , even stag ing one of
their own.
According to a survey
released by The George
Washington University and
Thumbtack.com
in
early October, 37 percent of
Maine small business owners polled rated the economy and job creation as the
most important issues in the
presidential election.
"After a month-long survey of over 6,000 small
business owners nationwide ,
we have heard an u n u s u a l l y
nuanced story about what
reall y concerns them. These
entrepreneurs are an important barometer of our nation 's economic health and
political sentiment. When
job creators speak , we need
to listen as closel y as possible ," said Sander Daniels,
co-founder of Thumbtack,
com , as quoted in the company 's press release.
The survey found that 67
percent of small businesses
in Maine regard lower health
care costs as i m p e r a t i v e to
t h e i r economic success, and
27 percent noted that Presi-

dent Ohama 's healthcare
plan benefits their businesses. These entrepreneurs
rated gas and fuel costs as
their companies * most burdensome expense.
Though concern is largely
focused on the presidential race , many students are
extremel y concerned with
prominent issues in the state
election. "1 decided to register
in Maine instead of my home
state because I feel strongly
about questions on the state
agenda , like Question 1,"
Claire Cannon '13 said.
One of the most controversial issues on Maine 's election ballot . Question 1 has (he
potential to overturn the ban
on gay marriage in the state.
Activism groups like Equality Maine have spent months
spreading awareness and encouraging voters to vote in
favor of gay marriage.
Another issue on the ballot is a ti g ht Senate race.
Cynthia Dill , Angus King
and Charlie Summers are
the frontrunners vying to replace retiring Senator Olymp ia Snowe for a six-year
term in Senate.
Dill, a 47-year-old Democrat from Cape Elizabeth ,
supports President Obama 's
healthcare program , a tax increase for the wealthy, an extension of the national debt
limit and the legalization of
gay marriage and abortion.
She stands opposed to a balanced budget amendment.
An
independent
from
Brunswick .
68-y ear-old
Angus King runs on a platform s i m i l a r to D i l l ' s and

supports President Obama 's
healthcare program , tax increase s for the wealthy depending on the country 's
economic state , extension
of the national debt limit ,
legalization of gay marriage
and abortion and a balanced
bud get amendment.
Republican Charlie Summers , a 52-year-old Scarborough native , opposes
President Obama 's healthcare program , tax increases
for the wealthy, extension
of the national debt limit
and legalization of gay marriage. He supports a balanced budget amendment
and legalized access to
abortion with private funds.

In most Maine m u n i c i p a l i t i e s , polls w i l l be open
on Nov . 6 from 6 a.m. to 8
p.m., and voters may register on site. For students
on the Hill , Election Day
promises excitement.
The Student Government
Association , Student Programming Board , Goldfarb
Center, Colby Democrats
and Colby Republicans are
uniting to encourage involvement and offer rides
to local voting centers. A
number of election-related
events and a viewing party
will be available in Pulver
Pavilion, ensuring that every
student is aware of the political happenings.
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t oting polls will be open from 6 a m to 8 p m on Sov 6. when a number of infiuenciat issues and candidates will be on the election ballot
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Pugh Center DVD Viewing Thursday:

I

Race 2012

I

Master Dance Class

i

Pugh Center

U

Pugh Center

I

11 a.m.

7 p.m.

1

Learn Latin and Caribbean dances with
Dr. Nyama Brown!

Foss Open Mic Night

I

Foss Dining Hall

I

Comedian Alison Grillo

5 p.m.

|
I

8 p.m.

Robinson Room
4 p.m.
IProfessor Jenny Boylan will read from her newest
1
book, Stuck in the Middle with You: Parenthood in
m
Three Genders , as part of the Bridge's
Transgender November.
|
I

Lo-Po

Historian Alan Taylor

1

Page Commons
7 p.m.
PCB , SPB, the Goldfarb Center for Civic Engagement and the Colby Center for the Arts and Humanities present this fall's Humanities Keynote
Speake r. Baratunde Thurston , a comedian , writer
and former editor of The Onion. Thurston will lead
a conversation about comedy, culture and the
digita^ee
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Johnson Day

The Colby Volunteer Center is partnering with PPDB
to host Johnson Day. Volunteers can show their I
appreciation to the PPD staff by working alongside*
them to help beautify campus by raking leaves, I
making scarecrows , painting, cleaning
1
dorms and more!
1

5 p.m.

'

Fall Ball
Page Commons
¦10 p.m. ¦
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Robinson Room
7 p.m.
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Brock Clarke , writer in residence at Bowdoin College, will read from his hilariously-titled novel, An
Arsonist's Guide to Writers ' Homes of
U
New England as part of the Creative Writing
I
department's 2012 Visiting Writers Series.
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Pugh Center
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Heights Lounge
8 p.m.
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Election Watch Party

Brock Clarke Reading

I

Wadsworth Gymnasium

Speed Dating
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IPlay and Medlife Volleyball Tournament I
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Renwood Barbera 750 mL .
WHS 20.99 + Tax and Deposit
Now Only 7.99 + Tax and Deposit
Now Only 3.99 + Tax and Deposit
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AND DEBIT CARDS!!!

Molson XXX 6 pack
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Saranac Blueberry Blonde Case
Now Only 15.96 + Tax and Deposit
Don't forget to bring us your returnables!
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight

We now have the largest selection of domestic and Import beers In
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Voices of Young South Africans:
Freedom in a Post-Transitional Democracy

,?'

|

Lorimer Chapel
I
Join the Bridge for some laughs with transgender I
7:30 p.m.
I
comedian Alison Grillo. The first among seven
1 Pulitzer Prize winning historian, Alan Taylor '77 , I
Transgender November events.
I
will discuss his most recent book , The Civil War ofm
1812: American Citizens, British Subjects, Irish
Rebels and Indian Allies . Brought to you by the I
Colby History Department's Bicentennial Speaker 1
SATURDAY
Series, "Colby History, Colby Historians."
j

Humanities Keynote Speaker:
Baratunde Thurston

Olin 1
7 p.m.
Douglas Foster, of the Northwestern School of
Journalism , will discuss his recent book , After
Mandela: The Struggle for Freedom in Post-Apartheid South Africa , focusing on the role of
youth in society.

Jenny Boylan Reading
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"Squid from Rocket Poiver."
- Megan Watson 16

"A Colby rower."
.Sean Padington .J3

"An overworked student. "
- Andrew Kim '15

"Sleeping Beauty."
- Kristin Esdale '16
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"A ninja turtle."
- Alanna McDonough '16
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"Liza MineMi "
.Brendan Leonard '16
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Powder&Wig gives audience reasons'toapplaudandreflect
By JUUANNA HAUBNER
A&E EDITOR
The stage directions for the opening scene of reasons to be pretty are.
like the rest of " the show , complieatedly
simp le: Lights burst on At home Two
peop le in their bedroom , already deep
in the middle of it. A nice little f ig ht
Wham! What follows is three hours of
unadulterated , unfiltere d and unavoidable heartbreak . A little bit of this
drama was broughl to the Hill over an
otherwise-happy Halloween weekend
with this latest Powder & Wig production , which played Oct. 25 , 26 and 27 in
Runnals ' Cellar Theater.
reasons to be pretty, a criticall yacclaimed w ork by playwright Neil
LaBute. featured a small cast of four:
female leads Julie MacLean '15, Fmilie
Jensen ' 15 and male leads Jordan Lorenz *15 and Ian Leitch '14. The show
centered around two couples . Kent and
Carly (Leitch and MacLean) and Steph
and Greg (Jensen and Lorenz), as they
experienced the disintegration and rebirth of their relationships over time
and in different forms. From infidelity and miscommumcation to skeptical
forg iveness and attempted closure , the
foursome explored the role of vanity in
their relationships and came to realize
that , despite what we 're taught , sometimes outer beauty beg ins to matter
more than anything else.
When 1 first descended into the Cellar Theater on Friday nig ht. 1 did not
know what to expect The Cellar is a
much more intimate space than the tra-

ditional Stnder Theater, with exposed
piping, low ceilings , rough walls and
limited seating. Instead of a traditional
audience setup, chairs were arranged in
a black box theater style , with the stage
in the middle and seating creating a
square around it. This was the first taste
of genius that I could see in the show—
the creation of such close proximity
between the actors and the audience
allowed for a more direct reception of
the content and forced a mirror-effect.
There was nowhere to run and nowhere
to hide. This show was getting up close
and personal in a way that we are usuall y not comfortable with—seeing ugliness in relationships that appear to be
pretty for everyone else.
The show begins, as so many domestic disputes do, with a slew of expletives. From there , it 's an explosion of
emotion and anger. At first , the audience doesn 't even know why the couple
in front of us (Steph and Greg) are fighting, because neither of them are actually say ing anything significant. They are
cursing, calling each other names , trying to spit out what they really want to
say but failing miserabl y and in the end .
just fighting for the sake of it. It takes
10 minutes before the audience learns
that the root of all evil is an overheard
statement Greg made about Steph's face
being "regular. " Before we even get to
know the couple , they break up. It was
probably one of the most realistic and
powerful scenes that I have ever seen
performed on a stage.
The rest of the p lay chronicles Greg
and Steph' s further interactions—including a rare comedic scene in which

Steph reads olT a list of all of Greg's
physical shortcomings in the middle of
a mall food court, all while screaming
at the passersby (the audience) that they
should mind their own business, and an
intensel y physical fight scene between
Kent and Greg—and positions their
relationship against that of their married friends Kent and Carly, which later
ends up being much more unhealthy
and potentially destructive.
The dialogue is beautifully written
and gives the audience the opportunity to get inside each character 's head
through private monologues at different
point , explaining their actions , contemplating the struggles they have dealt
with and making plans for the future ,
these soliloquies w ere , in my opinion ,
the most profound and poi gnant moments of the show , really digging deeply into the humanity and imperfections
of a group of people who are just trying to look good for one another (and
themselves). Although the play centers around adult couples, the issues of
growing up, moving on , accepting each
other and knowing where you stand
seemed all too familiar to the college
students in the audience , who visibly
reacted and empathized with the events
unfolding before them.
In short , reasons to be pretty was perhaps the best performance I' ve seen on
this campus. It was powerful , impressive and, for me, redefined theater and
the presence of Powder & Wig on this
campus. Jensen was hysterically tragic
as a woman who only wants to feel desired and beautiful , and MacLean was
stunning as Carly, the pitiful pretty

Book [P]review: Baratunde
Thurston's 'How To Be Black9
On Nov 1, comedian , writer and
f ormer editor of The On ion Bartande Thurston will be delivering the f all Humanities Keynote.
Co-sponsored by PCB, SPB, the
Goldf arb Center f or Civic Engagement and the Colby Center
f or the Arts and Humanities, the
talk will center around comedy,
culture and the digital age. f n anticipation of Thurston s arrival
on the Hill , we asked the Echo "s
resident f unny-man Michael Langley to check out Thurston 's book
and let us know what he thought.
By MICHAEL LANGLEY
OPINIONS EDITOR
Friends, the time has come for
you to throw out every other instructional manual on blackness that you
own and purchase Baratunde Thurston 's How To Be Black. This may
seem a rash move , but I trust that
you will not suspect me of exaggeration when I say Thurston 's book is
the ONLY instructional manual on

race I HAVE EVER READ.
And what a read it is. The book
is part memoir , detailing Thurston 's life as a black person—he 's
got "over thirty years ' experience
being black" —and part commentary, discussing different aspects of
blackness The book also frequently employs the rhetorical devices
of humor , irony and satire, which
may serve to make the reader more
comfortable but also at some points
less comfortable , as the reader finds
himself unable to discern whether a
certain part is meant to be funny
or serious , leading to some serious questionings of race and its
constructions. I am speaking, of
course , hypothetically.
Some of you are likely offended
by the very idea of this book. Some
of you , in fact , might think that a
book that claims it can exp lain "how
to be black" is ridiculous. I must inform you. then , that Thurston , with
his title , is using HYPERBOLE to
mock the very premise: "the idea of
a book that claims to cover 'how to
be black' is , of course , preposte rous, but I' m doing it anyway, and

I' m not alone. " And that gets us to
one of the big strengths of this book:
Thurston 's use of multi p le voices to
aid him in his deconstruction of any
totalizing notion of "blackness."
Thurston gathers a "Black Panel"
of "seven people who do blackness
well" who wei gh in on different subjects throughout the book , and whose
voices provide insights that Thurston
alone could not. Also , they are very
funny. Most of their biographies include the word "comedian ," and the
ones that don 't have cool words like
"entrepreneur " and "blog. "
One thing I perhaps haven 't properly conveyed is how funny this book
is. Chapter titles include: "How to
Speak for All Black Peop le ," "How
to Be the Black Emp loyee," "How
to be the Angry Negro" and "How to
Be the (Next) Black President. " The
back of the book proclaims: "If you
don 't buy this book , you 're a racist."
If you 're anything like me , you may
find it appropriate while reading
to grin sheepishly and shrug your
shoulders at people nearby to let
them know "ha ha, this is a comedy
book! Please stop staring at me!"

COURTESY OF LAUREN SIOCKLESS

Jordan Larenz 15 and Emilia Jensen 15 in a scene from Powder & Wig 's reasons to be pretty.

girl who has more problems than one
would expect. Lorenz 's Jordan brought
a new dimension to the well-meaning
but bumbling Greg, and Leitch brought
a Mark Wahlberg-esque toughness to a
character who experiences a moment
(or two) of weakness. Ironically, for a
play all about the inability to achieve

physical or emotional perfection, reasons to be pretty was as close to perfect
as you can get.
For an interview with the cast and
crew of reasons to be pretty, see
BACKSTAGE, pg. 13

THIS WEEK AT THE MOVIES:
FLAGSHIP CINEMAS
Cloud Atlas

12:45 p.m.. 4:10 p.m., 7:40 p.m.
Fun Size
3|
55 p.m.

. |

Paranormal Activity 4
1:35 p.m., 4:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m., 9:40 p.m.
Argo
1:00 p.m., 3:50 p.m., 7:05 p.m., 9:45 p.m.
Flight
12:50 p.m., 3:45 p.m., 7:00 p.m.
Taken 2
1:25 p.m., 7:10 p.m..
Hotel Transylvania
1:20 p.m., 4:05 p.m., 6:55 p.m., 9:05 p.m.
Wreck-It Ralp h/Wreck-It Ral p h 3D
1:10 p.m., 4:00 p.m., 7:00 p.m./9:20 p.m.
Silent Hill: Revelation 3D
1:40 p.m., 4:15 p.m., 7:20 p.m., 9:25 p.m.

RAILROAD SQUARE CINEMAS
Seven Psychopaths
2:25 p.m., 4:40 p.m., 7:00 p.m. (Daily but no 7:00 p.m. Sun), plus 9:10 p.m.
(Fri/Sat) and 12:10 p.m. (Sat/Sun)
Yogawoman
3:00 p.m., 6:50 p.m. (Daily but no 6:50 p.m. Sun)

OFF THE HILL A&E NEWS

The Perks of Being a Wallflower
2:50 p.m., 5:00 p.m., 7:10 p.m. (Daily), plus 9:15 p.m. (Fri/Sat) and 12:40 p.m.
(Sat/Sun)

In a corporate office far, far away, Disney acquired Lucasfilm this week for $4 billion, according
to Galleycat.com. The first order of business? Producing Star Wars: Episode 7, slated for release
in 2015.

Searching for Sugar Man
4:50 p.m. (Daily) plus 8:35 p.m. (Fri/Sat) and 1:00 p.m. (Sun)

Sorry ladies , he 's officiall y off the market: Justin Timberlake and Jessica Biel finall y tied
the knot on Oct. 19 in Ital y. The couple has been together since 2007.
After many months of speculation , it was confirmed Monday that Random House and
Penguin will merge to create what Twitter promptl y dubbed "Frankenpublisher." According to a statement made by Bertelsmann (the Random House parent company) , this move
"will build on our publishing tradition , offering an extraordinary diversity of publishing
opportunities for authors , agents, booksellers and readers.**
According to Yahoo! News , "the piano on which Mozart wrote all of his late concertos
returned home to Vienna on Thursday [Oct. 25] for the first time since the composer 's
death in 1791."
The newest James Bond film, Skyfall , has broken U.K. box office records with its opening
weekend ticket sales , earning a staggering $32.36 million across the United King dom and
Ireland. The numbers were reported by Yahoo! News .
Thursday marks the beginning of National Novel Writing Month (NaNoWriMo). Check
out www.nanowrimo.org to sign up and show your literary side.

Opera in HD: Bizet 's Carmen
11:00 a.m. (Sat) and 7:00 p.m. (Sun)
Special FREE Screening: All the President 's Men
Sunday, Nov. 4 at 7:00 p.m.

WANT YO WRITE
FOR THE ARTS &
ENTERTAINMENT
SECTION?
CONTACT JlJLIANNA HAUBNER
JHAUBNER@COLBY.EDU

"Our livesare not our own "; Cloud Atlas exploresthep a s,tpresentandfuturewe sharewith one another

By Jack Nlvison, Contributing Writer
"Your life will amount to no more
than one drop in a limitless ocean. "
"Yet what is any ocean, but a multitude of drops? "
These lines hi ghlight the conclusion
to one of the stories in the beautiful and
absorbing picture that is Cloud Atlas.
Being labeled as the most expensive
independently-financed film ever made,
Atlas is a motion picture event; a film
that at once will not be for everyone yet
can appeal to everyone because of the
universal themes of its storytelling. Directors Andy and Lana Wachowski and

EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG

CJouAAiiasis basedon the bookby DavUiAf itchell
.

Tom Tylcwer treat David Mitchell's 2004
source material with care, changing and
omitting what they needed, and the actors threw themselves into their jobs,
with nearly all of the large international
cast, which includes Tom Hanks, Halle
Berry, Jim Sturgess, Jim Broadbent, Susan Sarandon and Hugh Grant, playing
multiple roles in multiple stories.
Cloud Atlas is, at its most simple
point, an epic yam of six different stories that detail how, basically, we are
all connected, and that the actions of
the present can both be influenced by
the past and determine the future. The
stories include the following: a notary
traveling across the Pacific back to San
Francisco while very ill, a composer in
the United Kingdom before World War
II struggling to find his identity, a 1970s
reporter searching for the truth about
the dangers of a nuclear reactor, a present-day publisher dealing with the fallout of being placed in a nursing home,
a "fabricant" or female clone, who is
rescued by a dashing revolutionary in
futuristic Korea and finally, a man in
a post-apocalyptic hunter-and-gatherer
world who agrees to serve as a guide
for a modern woman in order to combat
his demons.
There is a lot to swallow, but the
first aspect of Atlas to be recognized is
the editing job done here. Editor Alexander Bemer deserves all the accolades

he might eventually receive for weaving
these six stories in such a fluid manner
that it creates for an exhilarating threehour experience that at once leaves the
viewer exhausted yet satisfied when the
closing credits begin. Instead of following the book's narrative structure of telling half of one story before moving into
the next, writers/directors Twyker and
the Wachowskis and Bemer decide to
cut frequently from story to story.
They make interesting cuts in that if the
camera is focusing on Jim Sturgess in one
scene, it will cut to another story where
another character of his is in focus at the
moment Much of the emotion generated
from the images on the screen is due to
the editing, and the cuts that Bemer has
made only reinforce the movie's themes
of interconnectedness and how our actions can influence generations to come.
The technical aspects of the film are
also superb, with no film coming close
to its achievements in art direction, visual
effects and makeup this year. In order to
make several of the actors and actresses
look realistic in different time eras as well
as different races and even sexes, the technical crew deserves much of the credit as
well. One of the moststartling makeupand
visual effect jobs that are on display here
are in the Koreansegment that takes place
in 2144 where the country has become
completely mechanized and overrun. Jim
Sturgess is made into a leader in a Korean

revolution while Hugo Weaving is made
into one of the oppressors in the same
story.There is also an incredible process of
making Halle Berry appear lighter skinned
as she plays the composer's .wife, Jocasta,
in the pre-WWII segments.
The original score written by Tykwer, Reinhold Hill and Johnny Kilimek,
is the finest put on display this year and
functions as a very important role in
the film. In one of the segments, Ben
Wishaw plays a young composer who
writes the Cloud Atlas sextet which
plays over much of the film and reinforces the point of interconnectedness.
Finally, the actors simply put out very
good work. Tom Hanks, Halle Berry, Jim
Broadbcnt , Susan Sarandon and Hugh
Grant all delivered solid performances.
The two to be signaled out for their contributions to the film are Jim Sturgess and
Doona Bae, who play Hae-Joo Chang
and Somni-451, respectively. One could
argue that they (or the romance between
Ben Whishaw and James D'Arcy) are
the heart and soul of the movie. I took to
their story of fighting against the establishment and doing good in the face of
great evil far more than the story where
Hanks's Zachiy and Berry's Meronym
travel across the world to find a new
beginning. Whishaw is also excellent
in his role as a composer working with
Broadbent's aged mentor. I will try not
to speak about awards potentials in re-

views, but when the Screen Actors Guild
nominations are announced, I would be
delighted to see a Best Ensemble nomination.
The film is not without its flaws. The
storyline mentioned above involving the
post-apocalyptic world doesn't quite
work , and it lumbers. The first storyline involving Sturgess' Ewing traveling
back to America stalls at some points,
but the writers have fixed what could
have been one of the strongest criticisms
of Mitchell's novel: If one story is not
working, one must only wait five minutes or so before returning to another.
That being said, the sixth storyline
does not work well. During these segments, I often found myself checking
my watch, but the film still had its redeeming qualities. Yes, some storylines
work much better than others, but they
all contribute to the absorbing world
that makes Cloud Atlas such a monumental movie-going experience. Some
may find the film extremely pretentious,
some may criticize it for being overly
long (at almost three hours) and that it
hits its point on the head 10 too many
times. However, that is the beauty of
Cloud Atlas. These stories are the drops
of the ocean that make up the film , and
with its terrific acting and visuals, the
Wachowskis and Tykwer have made it
an ocean that should be traveled.
Final Grade: A

Backstage: an interviewwith the "reasons to be pretty"team
By JULIANNA HAUBNER
A&E EDITOR

A couple of days after reasons to be
pretty—and telling everyone I know how
phenomenal it was—I was lucky enough
to sit down with Director Kyle Rogacion '15, Stage Manager Tyler Harley
'15 and the male half of the cast to talk
about the ups and downs of putting on a
show, what it's like to work with such a
small group and how everyone can see a
piece of themselves in a show that Harley
joked, "could also be called, 'What Not
to Do Ever in a Relationship."'
The process of bringing reasons to be
pretty to life began last year with Rogacion's reading of the play and his later
submission of it to the 2012-13 pool of
potential Powder & Wig shows. He attributed his initial discovery of the show
to Mike Trottier ' 12, a theater and dance
major, and Tripp Venturella '12, who directed another LaBute work. Bash, last
year. "I asked Mike, 'who wrote Sash?,'"
Rogacion recalled, "and he gave me a
copy of reasons. I read through it and
was like, 'wow. I kind of like this and I
think we can do this.'"
Having been on the other side of the
curtain for a few years, Rogacion admitted that it was a new experience taking
on the role of director, but soon found out
that both roles fit together. "I feel like to
be a good director, you need to have the
mind of an actor," he said. "You need to be
able to put yourself in the position of the
actor and see the play through their eyes.
It's a very symbiotic relationship, especially with such a character and dialogueintensive play like this one."
Working alongside Rogacion was Harley, who accepted the responsibility of
stage manager for the show for the second time in his Colby career, the first being with the Powder & Wig production of
Wit last semester. "A lot of the time the
stage manager is the one who is by the
book and organizing everything," Harley
said when explaining his role. "There's
not oftentimes a lot of artistic input, but
that all depends on the director." Working
with such a small cast and with a group
of people who were already familiar with
one another from past productions, however, provided a new opportunity, "With
Kyle, I liked it a lot because there was a
lot of collaboration between us," he said.
Rogacion added, "I trusted Tyler's input
and that he would give me criticism when
criticism was due, or reassure me that everything was fine."
While Powder & Wig is known around
campus for its one-week musicals and
bigger productions, the creative team decided to move in another direction for this
particular show, changing the atmosphere
and trying something new. "I wanted this
to be a show that emphasized the actors,"
Rogacion said. "Musicals are fun to watch,
but at the end of the day, it's just fluff."
Lorenz agreed, adding, "One thing that is
really common to find in college theater is

a lot of character-acting.It's funny and it's very recent introduction to acting is in never got the opportunity to play a pro- makes us think about who we are, who we
ridiculous, but sometimes there's nothing no way recognizable when Leitch is on- tagonist-It was a new thing for me and sometimes become and who we could be.
More than anything, though, Rogacion
behind it What's great about a show like stage. His performance in reasons to be it was something that was really chalthis is that you get to throw the character pretty was nothing short of spectacular; lenging, and having that challenge was hopes that the audience saw beyond the
on your side, you get to do whatever you every emotion was visible, raw and unfil- really painful and wonderful, and I felt impressive acting and well-crafted words
tered, showing the audience a man who, as though I grew as an actor, and that was and got a view of what theater really
want to do to become the character."
means. "What I want people to rememPutting a show together is difficult. despite trying his best to be happy and really important for me."
Despite the challenges, the cast came ber is that theater is an art and theater is a
Putting a four-person show together with find bis own place in the world, hurts eva lot of dialogue and finding a way to eryone around him and can't seem to fig- together and created something that we craft ," he said. "You need to take the time
bring out the worst kinds of emotions in ure out how to change. In some ways, he should see more on the Colby campus; a to craft it."
a little under a month seems impossible. surprised his castmates and director more show that speaks to our very cores and
The reasons team brought everything to- than the audience.
completely
gether with "faith, grace and a lot of hard "He
work," Lorenz said. "A lot of things were blindsided all of
working against us," Harley said. "We had us. It was his first
very little time and [cast members had] play and he came
other conflicts and responsibilities." "It out of nowhere,"
was a challenge; it's a challenging play," Rogacion said.
After
striking
Rogacion added. "This show inherently
requires a lot of work. We needed long re- the set and closing
hearsals, so we had to force that time. Free down the Cellar
WORCESTER STATE UNIVERSITY
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until the next protime was not a thing that existed."
When it came to casting, Rogacion duction, the cast
and Harley came up against another hur- had a few days
dle when they realized the audition for to reflect on their
reasons was going to be unlike any other performances, the
they had held. "It was difficult ," Harley experience and the
they've
said, "because we did not only have to lessons
When
see how well the actors could work with learned.
the script itself and how well they could asked what he
channel the characters themselves, but would be taking
we also had to try out a bunch of differ- away from his role
ent pairs because chemistry for this play as director, Rogacion said, "Knowis so incredibly important**
The result was the MacLean/Leitch/ ing that I could
:
^m
- ^texim
Jensen/Lorenz foursome, which Roga- do something like BP^ ^B
fli ^l
cion attributesto luck. "There weren't that this. The fact that
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many people who went out for reasons so I personally am
it made for a really small pool," he said, capable of some!
¦
(
¦
!P=
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"but when [the final cast] went into the au- thing." Harley said ^Hr^MafcL'/fSw^^ .
dition I was more or less dead set on put- the most memoting them in these roles because I felt they rable part of the
could work really well with this material, process was "seewith the other actors and they had the po- ing it all come together. Most of the
tential to make the most of this play."
Preparing for roles that might not di- rehearsals up until
rectly relate to their experience, the actors fall break were
faced the challenge of becoming people nothing more than
who most try to avoid becoming. Leitch's just working on
process involved "justifying the overall acting and blockmotives of my character. Having whatever ing so we didn't
he was doing affect me in the same way know what the
was key. I found that when I was in a lot whole show would
of the scenes I was in, I was very much look like...but then
consumed by it." Lorenz, who was trained we strung it all toin method acting, said, "The idea for me is gether at the end."
The actors had
to always tie in real things about myself,
favorite
real memories I have and real emotions of similar
real things and put them into the charac- moments. Leitch
The Graduate School at Worcester State Univers ity offers 28 Graduate
ter and make it a patchwork. It becomes a simply said that
Programs, most for under SI Ok. Join us to pursue a Master 's program in
lot easier to empathize and justify action his favorite part
when the actions are your own and when of his introduction
one of the following areas:
the emotions you feel are yours."
to the theater was
While the entire cast delivered an in- "crafting
some• Biotechnology
• Management
credibly moving, complex and master- thing" and Lorenz
• Education
• Non-Profit Management
ful performance, the standout by far was enjoyed challeng• English
• Nursing
Leitch, who made his theatrical debut ing himself with
• Health Care Administration
• Occupational Therapy
as Kent the requisite tough guy with a new kind of
•History
"Speech-Language
a seemingly good heart yet question- role. "I don 't play
• Spanish
Pathology
able behavior. A newcomer to the stage, parts like this very
Leitch shared, "I always wanted to act much," he said.
before I even got into sports, but I started "I've fallen into a
To learn more, visit worcester.edu/graduate or call 508-929-8127.
football, did that for 12 years and just typecast of a vilneveT left it...This year I decided to try lain or a weird,
something new." Amazingly enough, this wacky character. I
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Dewofney '13

this
In
election, the race for President is not the only
choice we have to make. If you care about the environment, equality, and other important issues in
Maine, support Henry Murphy Beck as our State Representative. Researc h the issues and make your voice

Wayne Kim '14
Henry is an incredibly dedicated public servant who
genuinely cares about the interests of Colby students
anc wooing families throughout Maine. He has been
'
anc w continue to be a strong voice for progressive
' '"
Ben
values in state government. J J
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_ Paid tor and authorized by Friends of Henry Murphy Beck, Ann Bouchard, Treasurer, 3 Mountain Road, Waterville, ME 04901
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W Soccer dronsAmherstmatch

Mules take on
eigfrthseededJef ,ls
lose by one goal
By PETER CRONKITE
STAFF WRITER

Twenty-eight women represented Colby on the soccer field
this season. Together they finished with an 8-6 regular season record , stronger than last
year 's, and together they fought
theiT way to a playoff spot in
the always competitive New
England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC).
Saturday brought the Mules '
first-round quarterfinal matchup against rival Amherst College. The do-or-die game was
a defensive battle between a
stalwart Lord Jeffs team that
averaged less than a goal per
game this season and the Colby
women , led by tri-captains Kate
Pistel '13, Kat McCarrick *13,
Kate Kaxson '13 in addition to
sophomore goalkeeper Emil y
Brook. The two sides were not
short on chances but were held
to only one goal between the
two teams. "We came out flying; it was easily one of the best
games we 've played so far,"
said Brook. Colby fired off six

shots against the Jeffs , forcing was not what we hoped for, we the season next year," remarked
Amherst 's Holly Burwick to still played well."
Pistel. "We had Amherst on their
make several crucial saves, but
Goal prevention was the theme heels and nervous throughout the
it was not enough. The game's of the game on Saturday, but entire game."
only goal belonged to a victori- Colby will see difficulties there
First year assistant coach
ous Amherst side.
after the season ends. Pistel and Nate Lovitz in particular has
Earlier in the season , Amherst, McCarrick are the cornerstones helped the women strengthen
ranked eighth in the country, of the Mules' defense in front of their defense for the upcomtopped Colby 4-0 for their Brook and comprise two of three ing year, according to Brook.
worst loss of the season. The players that will be graduating "[Our coaches] have been saydefending champions took it to this year. The third, Kate Laxson ing, we can 't rely on someone
the Mules in their first meet- '13, was a leader as well as a core else showing up instead of you,
ing and had every intention of midfielder. "[They] are amazing everyone has to show up, and
repeating their performance people and amazing leaders," we did that"
Last year marked one of Head
on Saturday, but the Mules Brook said. "It will be a huge
doubled
down
loss, they played Coach Jennifer Holsten 's stron"
their resolve and
gest
class of recruited firsta lot"
came to play.
But Colby's out- years. This growing genera"We couldn 't let
look for next year tion led by Tight and Brook are
them get to us,"
is not at all nega- starting to come into their own
Brook said. "We
tive. Returning and establish a strong presence
did a really good
are star forward for the women among the NEjob shutting them
Annie Papadcl- SCAC elite. "Since I've been
Brook
down."
lis '14, as well as here, we seem to be on a very
was not exagthe high-scoring upward climb," Brook said.
gerating — ColCrysti
Tsujiura "This game really showed that
defensive
'14 and Maddie we are going to be a big name
by 's
lockdown
was
Tight '15. Brook next season in the NESCAC,
Emily Brook will be coming we're not content with other
impressive. AmClass of 2015 back next year
herst
managed
teams taking us lightly."
17 shots, but beto start in goal
Saturday 's effort, particularly
tween the strong
again, with rising in the last twenty minutes of the
saves of Brook and goal stop- sophomores and new recruits to game with near misses by Tsuping challenges by Pistel and soften the loss of Pistel , McCar- jiura and Tight , hinted at great
McCarrick's defensive line, the rick, and Laxson. Their strong things to come in 2013. "YesMules kept one of the country's performance with young players terday. .. was tough," Brook
top teams to only one goal. "The against the Jeffs has provided the said, "[but] I have never been
game on Saturday was one that women a strong dose of optimism more proud for Colby. We have
our team should be proud of," for next season. "[It] should give a lot going for us, I' m excited
Pistel said , "although the result the team confidence going into to see what 's going to happen."

"They are
amazing
players and
amazing
leaders. It will
be a huge loss."

First-yearsboost Field Hockey

Despite lategame
push f rom Bates,
team sealsvictory
By HIB SCHENCK
STAFF WRITER

The Colby field hockey team
finished off their season this
week by traveling to Lewiston,
Maine to take on the women of
Bates College. Despite having
already been eliminated from
the New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) playoffs , the Mules '
pride was on the line in a grudge
match against their Maine rival
in the final game for members
of the class of 2013.
Colby came out on fire as
they lit up the scoreboard in the
first 15 minutes of the game,
netting three goals. Scores
came from the sticks of firstyears Misha Strage and Megan Fortier, the latter of whom
scored twice. All the goals
were unassisted. After this ini-

DEVASTATOROF THE WEEK

tial flurry of goals, scoring in
the game would quiet down
until Elite Donohue joined her
fellow first-years on the score
sheet with a tally of her own in
the 55th minute. Despite dominating play for those first 55
minutes , however, Colby 's day
was far from over.
Bates scored their first goal
of the game in the 58th minute,

Cojjby came
out on fire as
they lit up the
scoreboard
in the first 15
minutes of the
game, netting
three goals.
and this would be just the beginning of a roaring comeback.
The tallied their second goal
just under two minutes later ,

and scored yet a third time two
minutes after that. In the span
of four minutes, the Mules had
seen their commanding 4-0
lead dwindle to a slim 4-3 advantage. Where Colby had led
in shots 8-6 at the half . Bates
doubled up the Mules in the
second half, notching six shots
to Colby 's three.
Bates would continue their
furious rally, but it would ultimately not be enough. The
Mules would not allow another
shot, despite relentless pressure
from the Bobcats. *"MicheIIe
Burt '14 made three saves in
helping Colby to its second
conference victory.
With the win, the Mules finish the season 6-8 (2-8 in NESCAC play). They missed the
conference tournament, but the
team has an exceeding ly bri ght
future. The game at Bates featured goals from three different first-years; indeed , all of
Colby 's scoring came from first
year players. This scoring presence bodes well for the program, with players showing so
much promise so early in their
collegiate careers. This season

FOOTBALL TEAM GETS ACTIVE IN THE COMMUNITY

was also one marked by an incredibly tough schedule, as the
Mules went through a stretch
of four strai ght weeks where
they played at least one game

The game at
Bates featured
goals from
three different
first-years;
indeed, all of
Colby's scoring
came from firstyear players.

against an opponent ranked in
the top 20 nationally.
The Mules will work hard in
the offseason to improve upon
their efforts this fall and develop their potential into results
next fall when play resumes.
By THOMAS ATTAL

PHOTO COURTESY OF JULIANNA HAUBNER

Nick Aubin '13
SPORT:
Soccer

^
.
rV M goal
w .
Game-winning

POSITION:
Forward
HOMETOWN:
Simsbury, Conn.

WHY: Aubin, one of the leading career scorers among current Colby soccer players,
clinched the Mules' victory in their 3-2 overtime victory against Bates. The win came in
the final game of the season for Colby, as
they notched their first conference victory in
the last NESCAC game of the season.

BY THE NUMBERS
3: Goals scored by the women's field hockey
team in the first 15 minutes of their game
against Bates. First-years scored all four Colby
goals in the game.
21:57.64: Finishing time for Berol Dewdney
in the NESCAC Cross Country Championships , good for her second consecutive sixth
place finish overall.
1
: Goal allowed by women's soccer against
Amherst , three goals better than the last
time they played the Lord Jeffs .

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

HANNAH TUTTLE/THE COLBY ECHO

In an act of gracious community outreach, the Colby football participated in Team Impact
in honorarily drafting 12-year
old local Nathanael Batson to
the Colby baseball team. Since
he was four, Nathanael has suffered from Neurofibromatosis
(NF), which causes tumors to
grow on various nerve tissues
throughout his body. The disease has also caused Batson to
lose sight in his left eye. A successful surgery to both him and
his sister has thankfully left the
two in hopeful remission. Despite all of this adversity, Nathanael continues to participate
in the boy scouts, the band and
various other activities.

THE WEEK IN SPORTS
CFB: In just one
visually
shocking
and emotionally devastating
moment,
South Carolina running back Marcus
Lattimore was lost
for the season, and
maybe more. Lattimore broke his femur,
broke his patella and
tore his ACL, MCL ,
PCL and LCL in his
right knee. Lattimore
was once considered
to be a top NFL prospect and will have a
difficult , if not impossible, road back.

MLB:
Over
the
weekend , the San
Francisco
Giants
swept the Detroit Tigers to win their second World Series in
just three years. The
MVP of the series was
Pablo Sandoval who
hit became just the
fourth player ever to
hit three home runs in
a single World Series
fame. The Tigers ' bi g
ats and stellar pitching ultimatel y fell
short in their first appearance in the Fall
Classic since 2006.

NBA: The NBA season tips off on Tuesday, Oct. 30, 2012.
The defending champion Miami Heat will
start their defense of
Lebron James ' first
title against the Boston Celtics. Other
storylines include the
recent trade of James
Harden to the Houston Rockets and the
impending geographical rivalry between
the New York Knicks
and the newly rechristened and relocated
Brooklyn Nets.

WRITE ABOUT

SPORTS
FOR THE

ECHO
E-MAIL
TIM BADMINGTON
tfbadmin@colby.Mlu
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Field Hockey lifted
to close Bates win
byexwllemplay by
first-yearscorers.
porn

PABE1S

Footballfalls shortagainst Bates M. soccer ends
season with win

Mules give back
last week 's gains
in CBB def eat
By THOMAS ATTAL
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Coming off of their first win
under Head Coach John Michaeles last week, the Colby
football team was unable to get
past rival Bates College Oct. 27.
After promising performances
on both sides of the ball in last
week's victory against Hamilton , this week's loss came as the
result of the offense 's inability
to find the endzone and the defense's frustrations.
Colby had their chances to
keep the game close in the first
half, but a variety of mistakes
let Bates enter the half with

a 10-0 lead. Among the frustrations were the 10 penalties
called on the Mules, totaling 92
yards in Bates ' favor. The first
Bobcat touchdown came in the
first quarter, when a Bates punt
bounced off of Colby 's return
team before Bates ' Brian Gallagher recovered it in the endzone. Bates then tacked on a
field goal to extend their lead
to double digits. Colby had a
chance to trim the lead after the
half, but Bates stripped quarterback Justin Ciero ' 16 of the ball
to end what had been a promising drive.
To the frustration of Colby
fans, the second half would not
provide a solution to the issues
present in the first. A long Bobcats rushing touchdown and a
crucial sack on Ciero gave Bates
a 17-0 lead and the ball going
into the fourth quarter. Bates
was able to leverage a strong
and consistent running game

into a clock-eating drive, setting up a swing pass that went
50 yards for the score. This led
to perhaps the most aggravating
error of the day for Colby. Having driven down to the 5-yard
line, Colby was not able to
convert the opportunity into a
touchdown , unsuccessfully taking four shots at the endzone.
Shortly thereafter , captain Phil
Amato '13 then reinvigorated
the offense by recovering a fumble shortly afterwards, which
led to a 5-yard touchdown pass
to Indigo Dow from Ciero. A
flag brought back the successful onside kick that followed the
touchdown, and Bates drove for
the final score of the day.
The loss marks Colby 's first
in the this year 's Colby-BatesBowdoin rivalry and puts Bates
in prime position to take the title.
There are certainly positive
takeaways from the game, despite the loss. Colby 's defense .

led by Amato's two fumble recoveries, forced five turnovers
on the game. Henry Nelson ' 15
followed up his New England
Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) Defensive
Player of the Week award by recording a game-high 13 tackles.
Ultimately though, the running
game doomed Colby 's chances
at pulling off consecutive victories. Ciero and Spencer Gopaul
'13 combined for just 14 yards
on 22 carries.
Now, Colby will have to bounce
back once more in order to maintain hopes of qualifying for the
NESCAC playoffs. The team
will travel to Medford , Mass. to
face Tufts University on Nov. 3
before closing the regular season at home against Bowdoin
Nov. 10. When facing these two
squads last season , Colby played
both games to a 20-10 final
score, with a win against Tufts
and a loss to the Polar Bears.

PHOTO COURTESY OF JULIANNA HAUBNER

Defensive back Derrick Beasley '13 is shown here intercepting a pass. The play was later called back by the referees due to a penalty. The Mule
def ense did not struggle to create turnovers, recordingf ive takeaways in the game, but could not translate that into a victory,falling by a score of 31-6.

Volleyball makes playoffs
Colby makes endof season tourney
despite late losses
By ADELE PRIESTLEY
STAFF WRITER

The Colby women 's volleybail team kicked off the week
with a tough matchup against
New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
rival Bowdoin College Nov. 23.
Though the Polar Bears entered
the game coming off an 11-game
winning streak , Colby still managed to start off strong and take
the first set by a score of 25-20.
However, they could not maintain their powerful start and lost
the second and third matches
with scores of 18-25 and 20-25,
respectively. The Mules held
their own in the fourth set and
tied the score 15-15 until Bowdoin took the lead and pushed
ahead to win , 19-25. Maggie
Taylor '13 had a team-high 12
digs for the Mules, while Kim
Donaldson '16 put down ten
kills during the game.
Going into their next home
game. Colby stood 12-10 overall

while opponent Amherst College
The Mules ' luck didn 't turn second math set 25-21 and the
in the third game of the week; third set 25-10.
had played to a 13-8 record.
After starting the first set with nine Trinity College traveled to ColDespite the loss, the Mules
points to Amherst's 14, the Mules by and left with a 3-1 win under made the NESCAC p layoffs
scored eight points in a row and their belt. They girls ' team put this coming weekend after
moved into the lead Play remained up a tough fight—Donaldson Amherst knocked out Bates.
They will travel to play numclose; Amherst tied the set back up had 12 kills , while Emily Varrn
at 22-22, finally scoring the last two * 13 carried the team in aces and ber one seed and host team
points and taking the set Aftertaking digs. The Mules won the first set Connecticut College. The tourthe second set by a 17-point margin 25-21 and shortly after faced a nament runs for three days and
(8-25), the Jeffs started the third set 21-21 lie in the second set. Trin- includes eight teams; Colby is
with high energy and jumped out to ity came out on top and won the the eighth seed.
a lead until Colby
came back and tied
the score at 11-11.
Battling back and
forth,
Amherst
eventually pulled
ahead once more,
followed by another successfulstreak
in which Colby
brought the game
to 24-23. They
couldn't turn the
tables, though, and
they
eventually
would lose the set
and drop to 12-1'
overall. Donaldson
once again had an
impressive game
and set both the
game-high blocks
at five and the
team-high kilts, reNOAH KOPP/THE COLBY ECHO
cording 11 in total. First-year volleyball p layer Kim Donaldson elevates for a return during a loss to Amherst.

Aubin scores late
goal in Mules '
f irstNESCACwin
By ZACHARY ELLENTHAL
STAFFWRITER

The Colby men 's soccer team
traveled to rival Bates College
Oct. 24 looking to finish its
season on a positive note. In
what has been a disappointing
and frustrating year, the Colby
men 's soccer team saved its
best performance for last.
Senior Nick Aubin 's overtime heroics just over two
minutes into the extra period
pushed the Mules past the
Bobcats in thrilling fashion.
His unassisted strike from
25 yards out sailed past goalkeeper Joe Maffly-Kip and
into the top left corner of the
net. The highli ght reel goal
secured Colby a 3-2 victory,
its first New England Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) win of the season.
Matt Giron *16 put the
Mules ahead to open the scoring in the 36th minute with a
nifty goal of his own. Giron received the ball with his back to
the Bates net , pivoted and perfectly p laced his shot throug h
the narrow opening between
the post and Maffly-Kip.
The Mules carried their lead
into halftime having heavily outshot their counterparts
8-1. The Colby defense stifled
Bates ' attack; Mule goalkeeper
Cody Funkhouser '15 did not
need to make a save through
the first 45 minutes.
Seeming ly every bounce
has gone against Colby this
season , but they finally caught
a break in the 51st minute
when Bates defender Nick
Sorice headed the ball into his
own net for an own goal. The
Mules sustained attack forced
the error as Andrew Woonton
' 15 rang his shot off the crossbar, and Sorice unsuccessfully
attempted to clear the ball.

At that point , equipped with
a 2-0 advantage, Colby was
under 40 minutes away from
its first NESCAC victory. But
the previously silent Bates '
attack came to life following
the own goal.
Just four minutes after the
own goal , Colby 's lead was
trimmed back down to one.
Ethan Kass played a cross for
Luis Pereira to redirect past
Funkhouser. The Bobcats continued to press on while denying the Mules the opportunity to
tally an insurance goal. As time
ran short , it was looking more
and more like Colby would escape with a regulation victory.
But a crazy sequence of
events with less than four minutes to play evened the score.
Bates ' John Murphy sent a free
kick into the box where Tyler
Schleich struck his shot off the
goalpost. The rebound fell into
the proverbial lap of Nick Barron, who was on the doorstep to
convert from in close. The mad
scramble capped off an impressive comeback for Bates and a
heartbreaking end to regulation
for Colby.
Bates had the first scoring
opportunity of the 10-minute
overtime period when Murphy 's
shot sailed just wide of the Colby goal. That set the stage for
Aubin 's game-winning goal , his
third of the season. Following
the win , Coach Mark Serdjenion
said, "The sudden victory OT
win at Bates was a great way to
finish the season. I was thrilled
for the seniors and excited for
the underclassmen in the momentum that this provides for
the off season and next year. A
tremendous final game!"
Colby finishes the season with
a 4-8-2 record overall and a 1-72 mark' in the NESCAC. Despite
the losing record, the Mules
scored more goals (21) than they
allowed (19) thanks to a few
blowout victories out of conference and a number of close
losses. Aubin , Jonathan Sommer '14 and Charlie Dupee
'15 all tied for the team lead
in goals with three.

Colby
On Deck

THIS WEEK'S FEATURED GAMES
VOLLEYBALL AT
CONNECTICUT
FRIDAY, NOV. 2

FOOTBALL AT TUFTS

SATURDAY, NOV. 3 AT 9 A.M.

CROSS COUNTRY AT
NEW ENGLAND REGIONALS
1A.M.
SATURDAY, NOV 3 AT 1
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